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The studies of transport phenomena through artificial membranes have drawn 
special attention in the field of science and technology during the last few decades 
[1-3]. Investigators fi-om various disciplines e.g. chemists, chemical engineers, 
biologists, pharmacologists, physicists and mathematicians have made ceaseless 
efforts and demonstrated significant contribution in this field although the starting 
points, views and aims have been quite different. Chemical engineers and chemists 
utilizing artificial membranes and their several modified forms have used different 
parameters to understand the mechanisms of transport so that with the knowledge so 
gained they might be able to- fabricate membranes of any desired property or 
properties for industrial and/or other specific uses [4]. Biologists on the other hand 
tried to use them as a simple model for physiological membranes in order to 
understand the behavior, nature and Sanctions of extremely complex biomembranes 
[5]. Pharmacologists however, used the knowledge to understand the controlled 
delivery of drug to their respective target in the human body [6,7]. Physicists and 
mathematicians have also tried to develop new techniques and introduced theories to 
know the precise transport mechanisms of ions in the membranes [8,9]. 
The technological development of artificial membranes is projecting new 
dimension to replace decaying or biological cell membranes. The combined efforts of 
chemists, biologists, physicists and chemical engineers have achieved considerable 
success not only in the particular area of artificial kidney, liver, skin [10] or 
desalination of brackish sea water economically but also have employed various 
membranes processes for: gas separation, hemodialysis (artificial therapy for both 
acute renal failure and end stage of renal disease), hemofiltration (blood purification), 
producing oxygen enriched air, controlling air and water pollution, classification and 
separation of food products, fiiel cell, nuclear and envirormiental monitoring, 
harnessing of solar energy, nuclear reactor, pulp and paper industry, exploring oil and 
gas reservoir, chemical technology, ion selective electrode, pharmaceutical industries, 
biotechnology, synthesis of acids, bases and organic compounds, petrochemical plants 
and models of theoretical studies [11-16] etc. In recent years the direction in research 
and development of artificial membranes for practical uses have been progressing very 
fast and the contributions have remarkably solved variety of day to day problems for 
economic prosperity and physical well being of all mankind. 
Due to the fast advancement of membrane technology, the extensive research 
work on membrane is being carried out in different institutions, research centres, 
industries and technological establishments all over the world. As a result every year a 
number of national and international conferences, workshops, symposia and seminars 
etc., are being held fi-equently and there has been exponential growth of publications 
in the form of papers, reviews, articles and monographs on different aspect of 
membrane phenomena [17-20]. A number of research journals of international repute 
e.g.. Membrane ^ience. Desalination, Biochim. Biophys. Acta, etc. are especially 
devoted in publishing the membrane research work regularly. Apart from these, other 
journals viz., Colloid Interface Science, SOI-Gel Technology, Langmuir, Non-crystal 
Solids, Polymer Science, Applied Polymer Science, Nature, Am. Chemical Society, 
Physical Chemistry, American Chemical Society, Faraday Trans., Non-equilibrium 
Thermodynamics and Electrochim. Acta, etc. contain quite frequently the recent 
developments in the membrane research field. 
The literature concemirig membrane is enormous and in fact too extensive to 
mention. The principal volumes containing significant section, or totally devoted to 
membrane electrochemistry are by Clarke and Nachmansohn [21], Helfferich [22], 
Spiegler [23], Merten [24], Marinsky [25], Stein [26], Cole [27], Lakshminarayanaiah 
[28], Hope [29], Amdt and Roper [30], Plonsey [31], Kotyk and Janacek [32], Keller 
C 
[33], Parlin and Eyring [34], Caplan and Mikule^ky [35], Eisenman [36], Sandblom 
L 
and Ome [37], Harris [38], Schlog| [39], Bitter [40], Kirkwood [41], Jirikoryta [42], 
Katchalsky and '9^. Curran [43], Danielli, Rosenberg and Codenhead [44], P.Ramirez 
and S. Mafe [45], D. Woermann [46], C. Wagner [47], H.S.Harred and B.B. Owen 
[48], J.A. Manzanares and K.Kontturi [49], H.G.L. Coster and T.C. Chilcott [50], 
Finkel Stein, A. [51], R. Haase [52], P. Debye [53], etc. 
A precise and complete definition of the word membrane is difficult to make. 
In view of the progress made, leading investigators of membrane science and 
technology proposed the definition of membrane as a phase or structure interposed 
between two phases or compartments which obstructs or completely prevents gross 
mass movement between the latter, but permits passage, with various degree of 
restrictions of one or several species of particles from the one to the other or between 
the two adjacent phases or • compartments and which thereby acting as a 
physiochemical machine fransforms with various degree of efficiency according to its 
nature and the composition of the two adjacent phases or compartments. In simple 
terms it is described as a phase, usually heterogeneous, acting as a barrier to the flow 
of molecular and ionic species present in the liquid and/or vapours contacting the two 
surfaces. According to Lonsdale's viewpoint a membrane is not just an object which 
obstructs but its definition must embody its function [54]. 
A membrane is a thin wall made from materials which provide an unequal 
resistance to the transport of different penetrants when the latter are driven across it by 
forces arising from imposed chemical or elecfrochemical potential gradients. Such 
potential gradients may be induced within the film by inserting it between two media 
differing in pressure, temperature, composition or electric potential. 
Membrane may broadly be classified on the basis of its origin as either natural 
or artificial. A natural membrane is highly complex integrated system of lipids, 
proteins and carbohydrates. Natural membranes are thin (75-100"A) trilaminar 
structures and consist of two layers (biomolecular plate) of phospholipids having 
thickness 40-60°A, sandwiched by two surface active layers of protein molecules. The 
former remain linked with each other by inner lipid ends (fatty acid chains) which are 
nonpolar and hydrophobic in nature. The external face of the double layer is made up 
of phosphate ends which form the polar and hydrophilic ends of phospholipid 
molecules. Hydrogen bonds, ionic linkages or electrostatic forces bind the molecules 
of phospholipids and proteins together. The proteins provide elasticity and mechanical 
resistance to natural membranes. A natural membrane is a barrier used by nature to 
maintain physio-chemical activities in every cell, the initial conditions are essential for 
the performance of its function in Hfe itself In living organisms, the membrane fulfills 
the role of separating two regions and of acting as a barrier that must be able to close 
and open according to the needs of the cell. In addition, biomembranes are invariably 
more or less charged due to the presence of carbonyl-, amino-, and other fixed charge 
groups and hence act as selective barriers between the cell contents and their external 
environment. It is interesting to note that material transport across biomembranes take 
place under the influence of electrical forces, surprisingly, all membranes are 
permeable to water, oxygen and hydrogen, hence these are transported across the 
membranes freely but meticulously, controlled. 
Heterogeneous and Homogeneous Membrane 
The terms heterogeneous and homogeneous are frequently used in membrane 
study. The term heterogeneous has been used to indicate the internal physical structure 
and external physio-chemical performance [55]. From this point of view, most 
membranes in general are to be considered heterogeneous. The heterogeneous 
membranes are prepared by embedding colloidal ion-exchanger particles in an inert 
binder which provides sufficient mechanical strength. A necessary requirement for 
heterogeneous membranes is that the ion-exchanger particles be in contact with one 
another rather than be separated by the binder. Thus the volume percentage of ion-
exchanger material should be made as high as incompatible with the required 
mechanical strength. 
Homogeneous membranes Can be prepared by condensation/polymerization of 
monomers on mercury or acid-resistant plates or by heating a pre-condensed, viscous 
reaction mixture between glass plates. Despite the fact that conventionally, 
membranes prepared from coherent gel have been called homogeneous. 
Heterogeneous membrane can be made from almost any ion-exchanger, whereas the 
list of material from which homogeneous membrane can be prepared is rather 
restricted. However the properties of heterogeneous membranes are not ideal: the 
electric conductivity is lower and the permeability for electrolytes is higher than those 
of the homogeneous membranes. 
The terms homogeneous versus heterogeneous prove to be an important 
distinction in mass transport capacity. In the dilute solution limit, the friction 
coefficients for mass transport by diffusion or migration are interconvertable by 
Onsager reciprocal relation, and both can be related to jump distances and frequencies 
according to random walk models. As long as there are no preferred regions of low 
friction in the membrane, it is isotopic on a molecular level and is considered to be 
homogeneous. Uniformity of mesh on a molecular scale is another view of 
homogeneity. Channel free solid and liquid membranes are usually homogeneous. The 
two phases membranes such as solid crystallites imbedded in a nonionic resin are 
clearly heterogeneous. This distinction, however, is not always essential. 
Porous and Non Porous Membrane 
Membranes are considered to be porous or non-porous depending upon the 
extent of solvent penetration [56]. At the non-porous extreme are membranes which 
are nonionic and contain negligible transportable species at equilibrium. Ceramics, 
quartz, anthrancene crystal and teflon films between metal electrodes or electrolyte 
bathing solutions are solid menibrane examples. Organic liquid films such as 
hydrocarbons and fluorocarbons in contact with aqueous elecfrolytes are liquid 
membrane examples. At the other extreme are porous membranes, which can be 
solvated and will contain components from the outer phases. Among these are 
nonionic fihns such as cellophane, inorganic gels and loosely compressed powders in 
contact with aqueous solutions. These materials absorb solvent from the surrounding 
media and may also extract other neutral molecules and ionic salts. More widely 
studied are the membranes of polyelectrolytes (solid ion exchangers), aqueous 
immisicible organic liquid electrolytes (liquid exchangers), various parchment 
supported inorganic precipitate [57], solid ion conducting electrolytes including silver 
halides, rare earth fluorides, and aUcaU silicate and alumino-silicate glasses. All these 
materials contain ionic or fomzable groups within the membranes which are capable 
of transport under diffusive or electric field forces. In addition, these materials possess 
the properties of porosity. Polyelectrolytes tend to swell rapidly by osmotic pressure 
driven up take of solvent. Liquid ion exchangers are surprisingly slow to take up 
water, while the inorganic salts have no tendency to hydrate. Glass membranes are 
complicated by simultaneous hydrolysis of the polyelectrolyte during up take of water 
[58]. 
Fixed Site and Mobile Site Membrane 
The electrolyte membranes are characterized by the presence of charge site: 
sites are potentially, partially or even completely Ionized depending on the dielectric 
constant and solvent penetration [59]. If ionic groups are fixed in a membrane e.g. -
SO3", -COO" and -P04"^  attached to cation exchangers, the membrane is considered to 
possess fixed site even though protons or metal ions are covalently bonded to the sites. 
In glass membranes the fixed sites are -SiO" and -AlO' groups while in anion 
exchangers these are -N*, or -Nlij'^. The membranes having fixed groups exclude co-
ions by electrostatic repulsion. The extent of exclusion is governed by the 
concentration of the external electrolyte and the magnitude of the charge fixed to the 
membrane matrix. On the other hand, liquid ion exchanger which are water 
immiscible such as diesters of phosphoric acid can be viewed as mobile site 
membranes. The acid is trapped in the organic phase while the protons and/or other 
cations can move in and out of the membrane fi-amework. 
Charged and Uncharged Membrane 
The term "charged" and '^ uncharged" in the membrane literature is usually 
unsound electrostatically, but does provide an intuitive chemical description. Charged 
membrane refers to electrolyte membrane viz., solid or liquid ion exchangers where 
the fixed and mobile sites are the charges. Actually these membranes are quasi-
electroneutral in their bulk when the thickness is large compared with the Debye 
thickness at each interfaces. Quasi-electroneutrality means that in any volume element 
largely compared with the distance between ions, the sum of ionic charges, Z ZiCi = 0. 
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In the literatiu-e, uncharged membranes are those, like cellophane, with no fixed 
charges. This frequently used literature definition provides no place for liquid layer 
membranes which are electrostatically neutral only in the absence of charge carriers 
and in the absence of bathing solutions whose salts, possess preferential solubility of 
anion over cation or vice-versa, but are usually electrostatically charged by an amount 
of ions of one sign in normal operation. Thick hydrocarbon membranes and 
membranes of diphenylether (or derivatives), phthalate and sebacate esters are 
generally neutral in the presence of most bathing electrolytes, but may be charged 
electrostatically, depending on the thickness, in the presence of neutral carrier species 
which preferentially solublize ions of one sign. The use of the terms charged and 
uncharged to describe electrolyte or non electrolyte membrane has been discouraged 
unless the precise electrostatic connotation is involved [60]. 
Lipid Membrane 
Lipid membrane was first introduced as a model of biomembranes known as 
lipid bilayer membranes [61]. Lipid membranes could be regarded as the most realistic 
model in view of the fact that it has the key structural element of all biomembranes. 
Bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) or its modified system have been widely and quite 
satisfactorily used for carrying out investigations into a variety of physical, chemical 
and biological phenomena including solar energy transduction, and other relevant 
phenomena: such as ion selectivity, excitability, antibody antigen reaction, active 
transport and photoelectric effects. These membranes are large enough for direct 
electrical measurements and have been a major tool for studying membrane 
phenomena although they have some structural and fiinctional limitations such as 
retention of solvent in bilayer and long term stability etc. 
Polymeric Membrane 
Polymeric membranes are well known for their uniformity, chemical stability 
and control of ion exchange properties. These membranes have significant advantages 
over conventional membranes owing to their electrical nature, adhesive property, 
thennal^onductivity, chemical resistivity and also may have favourable biochemical 
properties. Polymeric membranes are important separation devices extensively used as 
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biomedical membrane in applications such as renal dialysis (dialysis membranes for 
artificial kidney), reverse osmosis, blood purification, (membranes for blood 
oxygenators which mimic the lung functions) and controlled drug delivery etc. [62]. 
In the natural kidney, ultra filtration of the blood occurs through the glomerular 
capillaries leading to the removal of waste products and purification of blood. In an 
artificial unit a membrane dependent ultra filtration achieved essentially the same 
results. Membranes either in the form of flat sheets or hollow fibres are employed. The 
synthetic polymer substitute being experimented with a polyethyleneglycol-
polyethylenterephthalate block copolymer membrane which can selectively filter [63]. 
In modified polymeric unit used as membrane oxygenators, blood is allowed to 
flow through membrane barriers which have very high permeabilities to both oxygen 
and carbon dioxide. During the-flow, oxygen, which is maintained at a high partial 
pressure, displaces carbon dioxide, thus effecting purification. The best membrane 
material available and in extensive use is silicone, which not only has a high 
permeability to gases and low permeability to water, but can also be autoclaved [64]. 
Synthetic polymeric membranes are the crucial components of controlled drug 
delivery system [65]. The advantages of administering a drug in this fashion is that the 
drug can be maintained at optimum therapic concentration in the body over long 
periods of time. Thus, one could avoid occasional high toxic levels that occur when 
the drug is given at intervals. The drug is usually encapulated inside a semipermeable 
membrane. Besides silicone membranes, ethylene-vinylacetate copolymers, 
polyglycoUic acid, lactic acid block copolymers and certain varieties of hydrogel has 
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attracted attention. A hydrogeL system based on butylmethacrylatehydroxy-
ethylmethacrylate has been tested for antitumour drug delivery. Polymeric membrane 
also bearing ion exchange properties have the distinction of being the most widely 
studied systems. So far and for this very reason the theory of ion exchange as applied 
to membrane is in a more advanced state than other membrane system [66]. 
Inorganic Membrane 
The inorganic membrane was first developed and used in large scale gas 
separation processes in 1940. New. processes and techniques in inorganic membrane 
technology have been revolutionizing the chemical industry in recent years and acting 
as substitutes of polymeric membrane [67]. Inorganic membranes exhibit unique 
physical and chemical properties compared to other membranes e.g. they can be used 
at significantly higher temperatures with better structural stability without swelling or 
compaction. Generally it can withstand more harsh chemical environments and are not 
subjected to microbiological attack. It possesses very high resistance towards acid, 
ability to exist ionizing radiations and remarkably high selectivity [68]. Due to the 
ability of membranes to remain "stable at relatively high temperatures, to resist 
degradation and fouling and to remain stable under corrosive and oxidizing conditions, 
they have great utility in electrical membrane separatory processes. Their high 
electrical conductivity and better current efficiency have found use in cells for the 
electrolytic desalting of brackish water [69], fiiel cells and electrical storage batteries 
[70]. The inorganic ion-exchange membranes are usefiil in a variety of selective 
separation process, such as water purification, catalyst recovery, solvent clean up, food 
and beverage processing. However, they have made little headway as model for 
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biological membranes inspite of the fact that comparatively simpler inorganic systems 
made up of amino, imido and phosphato groups comparable to phospholipids can be 
envisaged and subsequently synthesized. 
Two types of inorganic membranes are generally known, viz., (1) crystalline 
and (2) amorphous. Heteropolysalts such as phosphomolybdates, alumino silicates etc. 
belong to the former category and simple and mixed hydrous oxides of group IV, V 
and VI to the latter category. Ceramic membrane is the another recent development of 
inorganic membrane system and probably the most attractive system for gas separation 
J!) 
processes [71] due to its high molecular l5ieve-like selectivity and high stability at 
enhanced temperature (300-1000°C) and are chemically quite stable. The application 
of ceramic membranes in so called membrane reactors using catalytically active or 
passive membranes have proved to be very promising. Amorphous type inorganic 
membranes have not been used extensively in practical or industrial purposes. In order 
to obtain the both category of membranes as sheets of sufficient mechanical strength 
they are amalgamated with polystyrene [72] and for the purpose of basic studies, 
parchment supported membranes have also been employed [73]. 
Most of the theories that have emerged over the past few decades have lead to 
its own applications and ways of describing and modeling transport phenomena in 
membranes. Based on various ideal models a number of theoretical approaches have 
been made, an account of which is summarized below: 
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Absolute Reaction Rate Theory 
A membrane can be thought of a series of potential barriers existing one 
behind the other, across which material must pass in order to cross the membrane. To 
do so, the permeating specifes must have a minimum amount of energy. For n equal 
potential energy barriers one can obtain the rate of diffusion of the species in forward 
direction as 
Vf = Kj Cj A. j (molecules /cm ) (1) 
Where Kj is the specific velocity or rate constant for crossing barrier i, Ci is the 
concentration of the substance at the i"" position in the membrane and X\ is the distance 
between the adjacent potential barriers. According to the theory of absolute rate 
process 
Kj = K (k T/h) exp (-AG; / RT) (2) 
Where K is the transmission coefficient in eq. (2) to allow for the possibility that not 
every activated molecule reaching the top of the barrier moves along the pathway. 
Usually, a value of unity is assimied for K which appears to be true for most 
processes, k is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant and AGj is the fi-ee 
energy of activation necessary for crossing the barrier i. 
Similarly the rate of backward diffusion over the barrier i, is 
Vb = KV.Ci+,?W., (3) 
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The net rate of diffusion or flux is 
J = Kj Q ^ — K i+i Q+i X i+i (4) 
If we assume that JC, = K'i+i = K 
and X{ = Xi+i = A, 
then J = KX (Ci - Cj+O = - KX^ {(Ci+, - Q)/ X} = KX^ dc/dx (5) 
where the diffusion coefficient D = KX ^ i]r c.c-^-^ <^^^  LV c "^  ) 
In the steady state, the diffusional flux is the same over every barrier. The theory of 
absolute reaction rate has been applied to diffusion processes in membranes by several 
investigators. Zwolinski, Eyring and Reese [74] considered the diffusion processes as 
one of the basic phenomena for sustaining the growth and development of plants and 
others organisms. They presented a detailed kinetic approach to diffusion which 
clarifies much-established concepts and provide impetus to a fresh approach to the 
problems in the field of biological diffusion. The absolute reaction rate treatment of 
diffusion and membrane permeability provides a general unified point of view 
applicable to systems of varying degrees of complexity. It is equally adoptable to the 
treatment of the permeabilities of membranes to electrolytes, to non electrolytes under 
the driving forces of a concentration gradient, activity gradient, and external and 
intemal potential gradients. Zwolinski, Eyring and Reese treatise on membrane 
diffusion is based on the "activated state" or the "transition state" theory. 
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Laidler and Shuler [75] have also treated the kinetics of membrane transport 
under steady state conditions. They employed similar principles and expressed the rate 
constant of the overall process of surface penetration in terms of a nimiber of specific 
rate constants. Various special cases have been considered and discussed with 
reference to the experimental data. They developed flux equations for solvent and 
solute specially as a function of the osmotic and hydrostatic pressures across the 
membrane. Tien and Ting [76] have applied the theory of absolute reaction rates to 
water permeation process through bilayer lipid membranes (BLM). Clough et al. [77], 
Li and Gainer [78] and Navari et al. [79] have applied absolute reaction rate theory to 
diffusion of solute in polymer solutions. They attached importance to the influence of 
polymer on the activation energy for diffusion. Tsimboukis and Petropoulos [80] 
determined the diffusion coefficients of alkali metal ions through cellulose membranes 
and discussed the results in terms of the pore structure model. lijima et al. [81] used 
activation analysis for the investigation of mechanism of the diffusion of ions of 
simple salts through polyamide membranes. Recently, Beg et al. [82] have applied 
absolute reaction rate theory and have derived various thermodynamic parameters 
like energy of activation Ea, enthalpy of activation AH*, free energy of activation AF**, 
entropy of activation AS*, and also the interionic jump distance d, in order to 
investigate the mechanism of transport of simple metal ions through inorganic 
precipitate membranes. 
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Irreversible Thermodynamic Theory 
As transport of matter and of electrical charge across artificial as well as 
natural membranes is irreversible in nature, a number of investigators preferred 
irreversible thermodjmamic approach to develop theories and evolve explanation for 
the behaviour of membranes. Irreversible thermodynamic theories developed 
comprehensively and tested during the last four decades employ phenomenological 
coefficients and correlate the gradient that exist across a charge membrane and their 
resulting fluxes. The use of simpler flux equations provided by irreversible 
thermodynamic approach permits a broader range of membrane phenomena to be 
covered and serve better to establish relations with other phenomena. 
Although the concepts of irreversible thermodynamics were known before the 
turn of the century it was not imtil the statistical mechanical investigations of Onsager 
[83] that the present macroscopic forms of equations appeared. The development of 
theories of irreversible process (TIP) was inspired by the work of Onsager and was 
expanded by Meixner [84] and Eckart [85] who developed modified expressions of 
TIP for thermal diffusion, thermoelectricity, viscous flow and heat transfer. 
According to Lord Rayleigh [86] the dissipation fiinctions Ts, that is the 




Where the fluxes Ji are the flows of matter, heat or electricity and the generalized 
forces Xi, are gradient of temperature, chemical potential and electric potential etc. 
Another relationship between Jj and Xj that has been known for many years, is that in 
simple cases the forces and fluxes are linearly related to each other. Linear 
relationships were verified experimentally and are still consistent with the theoretical 
development of Onsager. For cases where there are more than one irreversible 
processes occurring, each flux Jj is linearly related to all other forces in the summation 
of the expression for Ts. The general form of the flux Jj is, 
J. = ZLijXi+LiuX„ (7) 
i 
Where Ly are the general linear coefficients or the phenomenological coefficients. 
Meixner pointed out that the flows or forces can be chosen arbitrarily to a certain 
extent and established a set of requirements for determining the number of conjugate 
variables after one set of variable is chosen. The first role is that the product of any 
flux and its conjugate force has the dimension of entropy production. The second role 
is that any transformation of fluxes and forces for a given system does not alter the 
sum of the products. The thermodynamic solution to an irreversible process produces 
useful correlations between observable phenomena only when the fluxes and forces 
corresponds to those that lend themselves to experimental determination [87]. 
Onsager principle which, has significantly advanced the approach of 
irreversible thermodynamics may be stated as: for a system of 'n' independent 
components, if Jj and Xj are chosen from the expression of Ts and are independent, the 
phenomenological coefficients Ljj of linear law satisfy the symmetric relation. 
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Mj ^ji 5 Mu ^ui (o ) 
for all components i and j eq. (8) is usually referred to "the Onsager reciprocal 
relations". 
The reciprocal relations of Onsager provide rigorous connections between the 
frictions coefficients and system responses under reciprocal conditions i.e., Saxen 
relations such as pressure difference arising form current flow, the current arising from 
a pressure difference etc. and have been found to be of fiindamental importance for the 
explanation of transport in permselective membranes [88]. 
Since it was known for many years that the reciprocacity relation and the linear 
laws becomes invalid when the systems forces deviate significantly from equilibrium. 
It was felt essential to perform experiments and check which system and conditions 
verifying Onsager's theory. Many attempts have been made in this direction [89]. 
Miller prepared a review of the experimental data available on a number of different 
irreversible phenomena viz. .thermoelectricity, electrokinetics transparence in 
electrolyte solutions isothermal diffusion, heat conduction in anisofropic solids, 
thermo-galvanomagnetic effects etc. and found that all the data did verify Onsager's 
reciprocal relations and theory of irreversible processes within experimental error. 
Since the contribution of Onsager irreversible thermodynamic approach has 
widely been utilized to develop, theories and derived equations for the generation of 
potentials across membranes bearing fixed charged groups. Application of these 
treatments to different membrane electrolyte systems has not only helped investigators 
to understand quantity the phenomena of ion transport to evaluate a variety of 
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structural and selectivity parameters, and to explain the selective behaviors of charged 
membranes but also made it clear that on account of certain faulty, unjustified and 
inappropriate assumptions and approximations, taken into considerations to make the 
derivation of the desired expression possible and analysis of the observed data easy. 
Most of these treatments suffer from one kind of limitation or the other. 
The Phenomenological Equation of Motion Approach 
The widely applied theory of transport is based on the Nemst-Planck flux 
equation (28), in its most general form, is consistent with the irreversible 
thermodynamic flux as 
Ji =CiVw-Di 6Ci / 5x + Ci 5In V/5x + Zi ^/RJ Ci 8v|; / 6x + Ci/RT (Vi-Mi/MwVw) 5p/6x 
(9) 
Vw ~ dw (wFx) 6M// 6x - 5p / 5x (10) 
is the solvent transport velocity for a membrane containing sites. The most simplified 
from of the Nemst-Planck flux equation for a single ion is 
Ti = bi 5Ci / 6x - Zi D F / RTCi 5M/ / 5x 
(11) 
This form is the usual starting place for the calculation of concentration, field and 
potential profile with in a membrane. Current densities in the absence of interaction 
between species viz., ion pairing, etc. are given by 
I = F E Z i j i - E 5 V / 6 x 5 t (12) 
i 
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Time dependence's follow from continuity condition 
5Ci/5t = -6J i /6x (13) 
The second term of equation (12) is a form of Poison's equation which accounts for 
space charge built up at the surface due to current flow. Use of Nemst-Planck 
equations in study state uniform (constant composition) electrolytes leads to all of the 
classical transport relations. 
Several milestones in the application of the standard form of the N-P equation 
and in the interpretation and modification of the N-P equation must be mentioned. The 
first is an integration to give membrane potentials in terms of external ionic activities, 
the historic Teorell-Meyer-Sievers equation (59, 90, 91) which describes the 
membrane potential for an ion exchange membrane bathed in uni-univalent electrolyte 
of different activities. Their results include the site concentration specifically and 
allows for co-ion transport. It covers the range form high site densities, permselective 
membranes to site free membranes. Subsequently, Scatchard (92) derived an 
expression for the membrane potential, again for uni-univalent electrolytes, which 
includes an integral involving transport of solvent. 
Activation Barrier Kinetic Approach 
A fourth type of theory treats transport processes as barrier controlled kinetic 
events occurring sequentially in space within the membrane. For a series of barriers 
across which a continuos flux occurs, relations can be derived to express flux in terms 
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of concentrations just inside the membrane surfaces, ror n barriers of equal height and 
spacing one obtains the trivial result: 
D _ _ 
J = — (CrC„) = p'(C,-Cn) (14) 
d 
Where p is the internal permeability, Ci and Q, are the concentrations in first and nth 
barrier. Considering the surface processes to be determined by rate constantsK and K, 
which must be assumed to be non-zero with their ratio, K / K = Kext, the extraction 
co-efficient has been related to the apparent overall permeability. 
D 
P = — 
d , K,xt dk ^ 
(15) 
When Kcxt and k are small compared with D/d, then the permeability P=K/2. The 
interesting feature of this analysis, which was later improved and generalised to 
include flux limitation by external concentration polarization [1], is that the unloading 
rate constant K, does not affect permeability. A small k at constant K simply means 
that the extraction equilibrium favours the membrane. The advantage of the so called 
kinetic analysis of membrane transport is that it provides an overview without the 
introduction of specific models for forces and system fimctions. On the other hand, 
.-. new parameters are introduced and are related to the other better known quantities. 
Chemical Engineering Approach 
Closely related method used by theoretical chemical engineers to describe 
membrane transport are based on turning the Nemst-Planck equations of motion. 
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These equations known as Stefan-Maxwell equations, account for the motion of the 
centre of mass of the mefnbrane system and remove a source of concentration 
dependence that measured diffusion coefficients will otherwise show when measiu-ed 
in a laboratory coordinate system. For each of n mobile species in one dimensional 
flow 
d In Bi dv|/ dp 
- R T - Z i F (Vj-l/Ci) 
n 
= I 
dx dx dx 
RT 
v^Di jx^ 
n r RT'^ 
= Z XjJi-XjJj (16) 
Where X, is mole fraction, C, is concentration, in mol/cm ,^ Vj is partial molar volume, 
^ and Vj are observable species velocities, J's are usual fluxes in laboratory 
coordinates and D's are Stefan-Maxwell diffusion coefficients. These equations apply 
to closed systems, i.e., total mass of a system including bathing solutions are 
) membrane remains constant. Considering a fixed membrane with sites designated as 
species 4, simplification is foxmd 
5i4 = 1 i = 4; 5i4 = 0 i^4. 
- RTdInai /dx-ZiFdv| / /dx + (5i4/Ci-Vi)dp/dx 





Recent examples of this approach are reported in papers by Lightfoot [93] and 
Cussler [94]. A characteristic feature of this method, as with the entirely consistent 
irreversible thermodynamic qjproach, is the large number of transport parameters 
which take into account interactions among moving and static components. 
A number of authors have tried to established their theoretical and 
mathematical view in model membrane systems in a very systematic way, as many 
theories occupy intermediate position. No author is likely to take the view that one of 
these treatments is right and the other wrong. The various descriptions supplement 
each other, and^depending on the system under consideration* 
Apart from various theoretical treatments used in the investigation of 
membrane systems, one of the most important approach in membrane studies is the 
application of electrochemical principles. Electrochemistry in membrane studies is 
pertinent at three levels. One is the development of techniques with application to 
experimental phenomenology including current-voltage-time-concentration behavior 
and second is mathematical modeling implied by experiment and tested against 
experiment. The third level is experimental verification of models in the terms of the 
molecular processes and .properties and includes determination of theoretical 
parameters by electrical methods and by complimentary non-electrochemical methods: 
physical, optical, esr, nmr, Raman, fluorescence, T-jump technique etc. From transient 
and steady state measurement of current or membrane potential as a function of 
chemical composition, chemical treatment and temperature, the roles of kinetic and 
equilibrium parameters can be deduced. A possible approach to modelling begins with 
the assumption of the membrane as a linear system to which laws of network theory 
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many be applied. Another begins by solution of basic electro-diffusion laws of 
transport with equilibrium or kinetic boundary conditions in order to deduce forms for 
system function which satisfy the data. 
The most important contribution of electrochemists to membrane 
electrochemistry is the transfer of perspective and wisdom to the new area. There are 
many sine qua nons in electrochemistry which have occurred through extensive 
studies of electrolytes and electrolyte/membrane interfaces. Electrochemists have 
learned to subdivide systems into interfacial and bulk processes and to expect effects 
of dielectric constant (complex formation, ion pairing), effects of short range forces 
(adsorption of charged and imcharged species with, possibly, changes in rates of 
interfacial processes) effects of high field near surfaces (Wien effect, and dielectric 
saturation, for example), and the important effect of local potentials on rates of 
interfacial processes (irreversible charge transfers, psi effects etc.). In as much as the 
presence of the space charge at interfaces is a natiu^ al consequence of the continuity of 
potential from one phase to another, the presence of space charge and space charge 
mediated effects in membrane systems is anticipated. 
The success attending any unit operation in which membranes form an integral 
part, such as desalination, food processing and hemodailysis etc. depends on the 
availability of suitable membranes. The suitability of membrane for any particular 
operation is determined by a number of factors. A very important requirement is that 
the membrane should be chemically stable when immersed in salt solutions of various 
PH and in salt solution containing organic solvents or oxidizing agents and should 
never become fouled by surface active agents or detergents likely to be present in 
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solution and employed with membranes. Besides this chemical stability, it should have 
some mechanical strength and low electrical resistance. In addition, the membrane 
should have good dimensional stability under different wetting conditions. Sufficient 
membrane flexibility is another property which enhances membrane suitability, as it 
facilitates easier handling without breakage during any operation. Other desirable 
properties, which membranes many have to become of practical importance are: (a) 
high ionic selectivity ever in high salt environment, (b) low salt diffusion in a 
membrane concentration cell, (c) low electroosmotic water transport. To "tailor make" 
a membrane satisfying the above characteristics cells for affecting compromise 
between opposing requirements. A considerable attention therefore has been paid in 
recent years to the development of membranes with particular and specific properties. 
In this thesis, the preparation of polystyrene based cobalt and nickel phosphate 
membranes have been described. Their behaviour and properties in contact with 
various 1:1 electrolytes have been examined. Different transport parameters have been 
evaluated in order to understand the possible mechanism of ionic transport through the 
membranes. The membrane electrolyte system has been considered to contain four 
chemical species (i) counter ion (ii) coion (iii) water and (iv) the membrane matrix 
carrying fixed charge group. The discussion has mainly been restricted to commenting 
on only a few points concerning the following ionic processes in membrane systems: 
(1) Membrane Potential. (2) Electrical Conductivity and (3) Capacitance, Resistance 
and Impedance. 
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The content of the thesis has been artificially separated and presented under the 
three heads for clarity, although certain amount of overlap has occurred. This type of 
overlap is permitted as it helps in the elucidation of topic under discussion. 
(a) Membrane Potential and Effective Fixed Charge Density. 
(b) Membrane Conductance and Application of Absolute Reaction Rate Theory. 
(c) Membrane Capacitance, Resistance and Impedance Spectra. 
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CHAPTER - 1 
MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AND 




The membrane potential, which arises between two solutions of an electrolyte 
separated by a charged membrane, has been the subject of theoretical and 
experimental studies for a long time. Theoretical treatment of membrane potential and 
ion transport in a homogeneously charged membrane was developed by Teorell, 
Meyer and Sievers [1,2] (TMS theory) and other investigators [3-5]. 
Lakshminarayanaiah [6] observed that transport properties of the membrane depend 
strongly on the nature and density of the charges fixed to the membrane matrix. 
Helfferich [7] maintained that the membrane potential is usually independent of 
thickness, cross section and shape of the membrane. 
There are also same fundamental studies [8-11] for in homogeneously charged 
membranes. Gierke and Hsu's [12] proposed fixed charge of Nafion as a cluster-
channel network, and inhomogeneties in the fixed charge density in the membrane 
gave rise to a potential within the membrane which impeded co-ion transport relative 
to that of counterions. Selvey and Reiss [13] considered fluctuations in the fixed 
charge density due to ion clustering and solved the Nemst-Planck and Poission 
equations using perturbation theory. Sonin and Grossman [14] studied membrane 
potential and ion transport in layered ion-exchange membranes. Liquori and Botre 
[15] found an unusual asymmetric potential, between two identical electrolyte 
solutions separated by composite membrane having different charge density. The 
asymmetric potential is explained by the existence of water phase between the 
membranes, which has lower concentration of ions than the external solutions [16]. 
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The potential is generated by the permeation of ions through the membrane at the 
steady state but not is the equilibrium. 
Recently Beg and coworkers [17-24] have in a number of studies reported 
various inorganic precipitate membranes and utihzed them as model to study the 
mechanism of transport of ions. They have also used their data to test the validity of 
some well developed equations for membrane potential. 
In this chapter, we described the preparation of cobalt (II) phosphate and nickel 
(II) phosphate membranes using different proportion of polystyrene as binder and by 
applying different pressure. The thermodynamically effective charge density which is 
considered as the most effective parameter controlling the membrane phenomena, 
have been determined using the commonly used equation of Teorell, Meyer and 
Sievers (TMS) for membrane potential. The charged density thus derived have been 
used to calculate theoretical membrane potentials at different electrolyte 
concentrations using the extended TMS theory [25] to test the applicability of these 
recently developed equation for membrane potential for the system under 
investigation. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Preparation of Membrane 
Cobalt and nickel phosphate precipitate was prepared by mixing a 0.2M 
solution of cobalt (II) chloride with 0.2M tri-sodium phosphate solution. The 
precipitate thus obtained was well washed with deionized water to remove free 
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electrolyte and dried at room -temperature. The precipitate was ground into fine 
powder and was sieved through 200 mesh (granule size 0.07 mm). Pure amorphous 
polystyrene (cross linked with 1% divinylbenzene and obtained fi-om Fluka, product 
number-81535) were also ground and sieved. The membrane was prepared by the 
method suggested by Beg et al. [26-31]. Different proportions of polystyrene and 
cobalt phosphate precipitates were mixed thoroughly using grinder. The mixture was 
then kept into the cast die having diameter 2.45 cm and placed in an oven maintained 
at 200°C for about half an hour to equilibrate. The die containing the mixture was then 
transferred swiftly to a pressure device (Spectra Lab. Model SL 89 UK) and various 
pressures such as 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 Tons were applied. As a result cobalt phosphate 
membranes of approximate thicknesses 0.10, 0.090, 0.085, 0.075 cm were obtained 
respectively. Our effort has been to get the membrane of adequate chemical and 
mechanical stability. Thus the membranes prepared by mixing 25% of polystyrene 
was found to be mechanically stable and was quite suitable for our studies. Those 
containing larger amount (>25%) of polystyrene did not give reproducible results, 
while those containing lesser amount (< 25%) were imstable. Similar procedure was 
adopted for the preparation of nickel phosphate membranes by taking 0.2M-nickel (II) 
chloride solution and 0.2M tri-sodium phosphate solutions. In all the cases the total 
amount of the mixture thus utilized for the preparation of the membrane contained 
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Measurement of Membrane Potential 
The freshly prepared membranes were clamped between two collared glass 
tubes each having a hole for introducing the electrolyte solution and saturated calomel 






was constructed to measure membrane potential using Osaw Vernier Potentiometer 
(C.No. 30071, U.K.) is shown in Fig. 1.1. In all measurements the electrolyte 
concentration ratio across the membrane was taken as C /C =10. All solutions were 
prepared by using AR grade chemicals and doubly distilled water. 
SEM Investigation of Membrane Morphology 
Recently a number of investigators while developing precipitates/membranes 
have frequently utilized SEM micrographs for their characterization [32,33]. The 
composite pore structure, micro/macro porosity, homogeneity, thickness, cracks and 
surface texture/morphology have been specially studied by scanning electron 
microscopy [34,35]. The information obtained from microscopic photographs/images 
have provided guidance in the preparation of well ordered precipitates and/or crack 
free membranes. Consequently the SEM surface images of the cobalt phosphate and 
nickel phosphate membranes were taken. These are presented in Figs. 1.2 & 1.3. SEM 
images appear to be composed of dense and loose aggregation of small particles and 
formed pores probably with non-linear channel but not fiiUy interconnected. Particles 
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EHT = 20,00 KV 
300nm I 
WD = 10 mm 
Photo No. = 3 
Mag = 20 00 K X 
Detectors = SE1 
EHT = 20 00 KY 
300 nm ' 
WO = 10 mm 
Photo No. = 4 
M.lg = 20.00 K X 
Detectors = SE1 
Fig. 1.2 SEM images of polystyrene based (25 %) cobalt 
phosphate membranes prepared at different 
applied pressures (P4T, P5T, P6T, P7T and P8T ) 
respectively. 
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Fig. 1.3 SEM images of polystyrene (25%) based Nickel 
Phosphate membranes prepared at different 
applied pressures ( P4T, P5T P6T, P7T & P8T) 
respectively. 
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are irregularly condensed and adopt a heterogeneous structure composed of masses of 
various size. The surface openings also seem to decrease with increasing applied 
pressure. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The values of membrane potential A<fm, measured across polystyrene based 
cobalt phosphate and nickel phosphate membranes in contact with various 1:1 
electrolytes at 25+l°C are given in Tables 1.1 & 1.2. 
The values of membrane potential across the cobalt phosphate membranes with 
1:1 electrolytes (KCl, NaCl and LiCl) was found to be positive when it was used to 
separate dilute solutions of electrolytes (dilute solution side taken as positive). This 
means the membrane was cation selective and when the membrane was used to 
separate concentrated solutions the values of membrane potential was negative, that is 
the membrane become anion selective. This changing pattern of the selectivity of the 
membrane is not peculiar to this system [36]. The stepwise change in membrane 
potential or selectivity character of the membrane-electrolyte system may be explained 
in terms of structural changes produced in the electrical double layer at the interfaces. 
Polystyrene based cobalt phosphate membranes may be considered negatively charged 
in contact with water, due to the firm attachment of hydroxyl (OH) ion from water/or 
phosphate (P04'^) ion fi-om the solution constituting the membrane. An equivalent 
number of protons and/or cations, some closely held in the fixed part of the double 
layer and the remainder in the diffuse portion, will be left in the solution. By the 
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43 
the solution side of the fixed double layer, by increasing the positive density, the 
interfacial potential difference changes thereby changing the over all membrane 
potential. If the electrolyte concentration is made large, the sign of the electrical 
potential may eventually be reversed leading to a state where the membrane becomes 
anion selective. 
In case of nickel (II) phosphate membranes the values of membrane potential 
across the nickel phosphate membranes w i^th 1:1 electrolytes (KCl, NaCl and LiCl) 
was found to be concentration dependent. At higher concentrations the potential was 
low. This is the usual behaviour of inorganic precipitate membrane [21]. The variation 
of membrane potential with concentration may be due to the changes produced in the 
effective double layers [37] with dilution. 
The membrane potential was also seen to be largely dependent on the pressure 
applied during the membrane formation. The thinner membranes prepared at higher 
pressure gave progressively higher potential is shown in Figs. 1.4(a) & 1.4(b). The 
increase in potential with pressure may be ascribed to the progressive decreasejiipore 
volume, increase in mechanical transport resistance and the increase in the fixed 
^-^ [y 
charge density of the membrane with successive higher applied pressure [38,39]. 
Inorganic precipitate membranes have the ability to generate potential [40-45] 
when they are used to separate electrolyte solutions. In fact the mobile species 
penetrate the membrane at different magnitude and various transport phenomena, 
including the development of potential across it, are induced into the system [6]. The 
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Fig.1.4 Plots of mebrane potential Vs -Log Cj for (A) cobalt 
phosphate (B) nickd phosphate membranes prepared 
at different pressures 4- 8T using different 
concentrations of KO solution. 
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coion as well as the transport phenomena. The fixed charge concept of Teorell, Meyer 
and Sievers [1,2] for charged membrane is a pertinent starting point for the 
investigations of the actual mechanisms of ionic or molecular processes which occur 
in membrane phase. These authors Jiave derived the following equation for membrane 
potential Avj/m 
^ V 4 C , W + D yl 4C^+D^+DU ~^ 
Av]/^  = 59.2 log C/C, + U log -^—— 
l^ V 4c/+bVD V4C W+DU J 
(1) 
2 1 
HereD = ( u - v ) / ( u + v ) 
Where u and v are the ionic mobilities of cation and anion (m Ms) respectively 
in the membrane phase. D is the charge density expressed in equivalents per unit 
volume of membrane. To evaluate this parameter for the simple case of a 1:1 
electrolyte and a membrane carrying a net negative charge of D = 1 as well as D < 1, 
theoretical concentration potentials Av(/m, existing across the membrane were 
calculated as a fimction of log C , the ratio C /C being kept at a constant value of 10 
for different mobility ratios u / v and plotted as shown by smooth curves in Figs. 1.5 & 
1.6. The experimental curve was also plotted in the same figure. Thus the coinciding 
theoretical curve gave the value for the charge density D and the mobility ratio u/v 
within the membrane phase. The values of D and"uA^ derived in this way for various 
membrane electrolyte systems are given in Tables 1.3 & 1.4. The values of D is found 
to depend on the applied pressure to which the membrane was subjected to in its initial 
stage of preparation. The increase in the values of D with higher applied pressure may 
be due to increase of charge per unit volume of the membrane. 
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Table .1.3: Derived values of nickel phosphate membrane charge density, 
D (eq/1) for various membrane electrolyte systems using TMS 































Table. 1.4: Derived values of cobalt phosphate membrane charge density, 
D (eq/1) for various membrane electrolyte systems using TMS 
equation. The Values of u/v was found to be 0.4 
N. Electrolyte 
AppliedN. 























































5D = 0.1 
6D = 0.01 
7D = 0.0015 
8D = 0.0010 
9D = 0.0005 
lOD = 0.00025 
11D = 0.00010 
u/y=i.o 
u/y = 0.8 
u/y = 0.6 
u/y = 0.4 
U/9 = 0.4 
-2 0 1 
-log C2 (m^) 
Fig. 1.5 Typical plots of mebrane potential Vs-log C^  for cobaltphosphate 
mebranes prapared at different pressures 4 - 8T. Smooth curves 
are the theoritical concentration potentials D = 1 at different mobility 
ratios u / v (1-4) and D '^i 5-11) for u / v = 0.4. Broken lines are 
the experimental values of memrane potential AH' m for different 
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Fig, i.6 Plots of membrane potential Vs -log C2 for nickel phosphate 
membranes prepraed at different pressures 4 to 8 tons. Smoth 
curves are the theoretical concentration potentials for D = 1 at 
different mobility ratio 0/^(1-4) and D <1-(5-11) for u/v= 1.4 
Broken lines are the experimental values of membrane potential 
A4^ m, for different concentrations of KCI solution. 
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In addition to the above equation, Teorell, Meyer and Sievers further extended 
their theory and derived another equation for membrane potential considering the 
total potential, as the sum of the Donnan potential A\|/ , between the membrane 




Where Au/^  = In 
' don. 
^ Y" C, C, ^ 
' + 2 1 + 
^ ' + 1 2+ 
(3) 
- / 
R, F and T have their usual significance, y'^  and y"^  are the mean ionic activity 
coefficients. C and C are the cation concentration on the two sides of the charged 
membrane and is given by the equation 
oVp! -^  2 ^ y^C^ 2 V p + 
2V k y 
(4) 
^ ^ y 2Vv 
Where Vk and Vx refer the valency of cation and fixed charge group on the membrane 




Where K is the distribution coefficient expressed as 
K = 
+ 
C = C . - D 
I 1 
(6) 
Here Q is the i* ion concentration in the membrane phase and Ci is the i"' ion 
concentration of the external solution. 
The diflfusion potential Av|; , was expressed in the form 
RT Tu-l ^iw+\)C^^+{V,/WO^^ 






Here tu = u / v is the mobility ratio of the cation to anion in the membrane phase. The 
total membrane potential Av|/ was thus obtained by simple addition of equations (3) & 
(7) 




' + 2 1+ 
v' C C 
RT TO-l ^(nj+l)C2^+(VxA^k)D^ 
In 





In order to test the applicability of these theoretical equations for the system 
under investigation, the Donnan potential and diffusion potential were separately 
calculated from the membrane parameters obtained from membrane potential 
measurements using a typical membrane prepared at 6 tons pressure. Equations (9) 
Table. 1.5: IVansport number t ^  caJcubted from observed membraBepotentiab 
and using equation 9 for various etectrolyte concentrations with 




c^ c^ /tf x^ 
1 X 10"' 
1 X 10^ 
IxlO-^ 
1 X 10-3 
1 X 10-2 
1 X 10-2 





























Table. 1.6: Transport number t^ calculated from observed membrane potentials 
and using equation 9 for various electrolyte concentrations with 
cobalt phosphate membrane prepared at 6 tons pressure. 
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{ — Theoretical • • • Exprimental 
I—Theoretical 
• • • Exprimental 
k—Theoretical 
^- • Exprimental 
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Concentration, C2 (mol / 
Fig. 1.7 Membrane potential across cobalt phosphate membrane 
using various 1:1 electrolyte solutions at different 
concentrations. Solid lines are theoretical values obtained 
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Fig. 1.8 Membrane potential across nickel phosphate membrane 
using various 1:1 electrolyte solutions at different 
concentrations. Solid lines are theoretical values obtained 




and (10) were first used to get the values of transport numbers t^  and t. from 
experimental membrane potential data and consequently the mobility ration rn = il / v^  











The values of t^  calculated from observed membrane potential are given in Tables 1.5 
& 1.6. Donnan potential at various electrolyte concentrations were then calculated 
from the parameters, C , C , q', q", K'^  and K"^  and the experimentally derived 
values of charge density D by using equations (3-7). The values of the parameters 
derived for the systems have been given in Tables 1.7 & 1.8. The values of y were the 
usual charted values for electrolytes. The membrane potential derived in this way for 
various membrane electrolyte systems at different concentrations are provided in Figs 
1.7 & 1.8. For comparison the experimentally obtained values of membrane potentials 
for the system have also been drawn in the same figure. It may be noted that the 
experimental data follow the theoretical curve quite well. However, some deviations at 
the two extreme concentrations may be due to various non ideal effects such as 
swelling and osmotic effects; hydrophobic/hydrophilic effects and specially membrane 
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CHAPTER - II 
MEMBRANE CONDUCTANCE AND 
APPLICATION OF ABSOLUTE 
REACTION RATE THEORY 
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INTRODUCTION 
Transport phenomena in membranes have been one of the most important 
branch of research activities during the last few decades because of the complex 
mechanism of ion permeation involved in different systems and in various 
environments. The investigators have utilized various techniques, different methods 
and consequently have obtained different parameters to explain the mechanism of ion 
transport through specific membrane system. Electrochemical techniques have 
frequently been utilized for this purpose. 
Ion permeation in membranes is usually characterized by such measurable 
parameters as conductance, current-voltage relationship, ionic fluxes, impedance and 
membrane potentials. These parameters have been found quite helpful in explaining 
the mechanism of ion transport in various membrane systems [1-4]. The measurement 
of the conductivity of membrane systems with conventional ac or dc methods, 
although straightforward, requires special attention due to some particular features not 
met within bulk electrolyte solutions. A number of techniques reviewed by Steymans 
[5] and others [6], all based on Ohm's Law, exist to measure the membrane 
conductance which depends on the intrinsic properties such as the fixed charge 
concentration, temperature and composition of the external solution [7]. The 
dependent of specific conductance upon the concentration of the external solution can 
be qualitatively predicted from the ifixed charge theory [8-14]. 
The theory of absolute reaction rate has been applied to the diffusion process in 
membrane by several investigators. Zwolinski, Eyring and Reese [15] examined the 
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permeability data available in the literature for various plant and animal cells by 
applying the theory of rate processes. Similarly Schuler, Dames and Laidler [16] 
considered the kinetics of membrane permeation of nonelectrolytes through collodion 
membranes. Tien and Ting [17] studied water permeation through lipid membrane and 
considered the permeation process from the stand of theory of rate process. Clough et 
al. [18], Li and Gainer [19] and Navari et al. [20] have applied absolute reaction rate 
theory to the diffusion of solute in polymer solutions. They attached importance to the 
influence of the polymer on the activation energy for diffusion. Tsimboukis and 
Petropoulos [21] determined the diffusion coefficients of alkali metal ions through 
cellulose membrane and discussed the results in terms of the pore structure model. 
Lijima et al. [22] used activation analysis for the investigation of mechanism of the 
diffusivity of ions of simple salts through polyamide membranes. 
Absolute reaction rate theory provides a model of the transfer process 
envisioning diffusion as the "Jumping" of solute molecules with associated activation 
energy, between the vacancies within the solvent lattice [23]. This theory has been 
further extended to predicet the ratio of diffusivity in a dilute solution to its rate in 
pure bulk liquid. This approach allows the difference in activation energy to be related 
to the intermolecular distances between the molecules in solution. Thus the diffusive 
behaviour of a solute is seen to be dependent upon the spacing of the solution around 
it [24]. Recently, Beg et al. [25-30] have applied absolute reaction rate theory to 
various membrane systems in order to understand the mechanisms of transport of 
simple metal ions through inorganic precipitate membranes. 
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In this chapter, we have described the measurement of membrane conductance of 
polystyrene based cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes in contact with various 
concentrations of KCl, NaCl and LiCl solutions at different temperatures. The data 
have then been used to derive energy of activation AEa, enthalpy of activation AH*, 
entropy of activation AS*, free energy of activation AF* using absolute reaction rate 
theory and also interionic jump distance d, to predict the mechanism of ion transport 
through the said membranes. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Preparation of Membrane 
The polystyrene based cobalt phosphate and nickel phosphate membranes were 
prepared by the method described in Chapter I. 
Measurements of Membrane Conductance 
The electrical conductance of the membrane wasjneasured by the method 
suggested by Lakshminarayanaiah [31]. The membrane was sealed between two pyrex 
glasses half-cells (using adhesive) as shown in Fig 2.1. The half-cells were first filled 
with electrolyte solutions (KCl, NaCl and LiCl) of known concentrations to equilibrate 
the membrane. After a certain interval the solutions were replaced by a fresh solutions 
of the same electrolyte. The process was repeated till the membrane was supposed to 
have been fully equilibrated. Finally purified mercury was filled in the half cells 
without removing the adhering surface of liquids. The trapped air, if any, on the 





Constant temparature water 
Fig, 2.1 A Schematic diagram of membrane conductance measurement 
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electrodes dipping in mercury were used to establish electrical contacts. The 
membrane conductance were monitored on a direct reading conductivity meter (Model 
No. L303, UK-98) at a frequency range of 10"^ ^ Hz. All the measurements were carried 
out using a water thermostat maintained at temperatures between 15°C to 40''C 
(±0.1°C). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The electrical conductance of polystyrene based cobalt and nickel phosphate 
membranes in contact with uni-univalent electrolytes (KCl, NaCl and LiCl) solutions 
of various concentration at different temperatures were measured and given in Tables 
(2.1-2.6) and for comparison these are also presented in Figs. (2.2 & 2.3). 
The specific conductance of the membranes increases with the concentration of 
the bathing electrolyte solutions and attains a maximum limiting value at higher 
concentration used at every temperature is given in Figs. 2.2 & 2.3. Ketterer et al. [32] 
observed similar behaviour of the variation of conductance with bathing electrolyte 
concentration while investigating the transport mechanism of hydrophobic ions 
through lipid bilayer membranes. Hladky and Haydon [33] while analysing the 
mechanism of alkali metal ions conductance through gramicidin artificial lipid bilayer 
membrane also observed that at high electrolyte concentration the pore structures and 
the electrical conductance reaches a limiting value. 
The data in Tables 2.7(a) & 2.7(b) also show that the specific conductance of 
the membrane-electrolyte system depends to a certain extend on the pressure applied 
during the preparation of membranes. It is seen that specific conductance 
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Tables 2,1: The values ofobserved specific conductance (in£2''cm') for 1:1 
electrolytes (KQ, NaQ & LiQ) at various concentrations and tem-
peratures ( + 0.1"C) across polystyrene based cobalt phosphate 






































































































































Tables 2.2: The values ofobserved specific conductance (mQ'cm'*) for 1:1 
electrolytes (KQ, NaQ & LiQ) at various concentrations and tem-
peratures (+ 0.1'C) across polystyrene based cobalt phosphate 











































































































































Tables 2.3: The values of observed specific conductance (m A''cm'') for 1:1 
electrolytes (KCi, NaO & LiQ) at various concentrations and tem-
peratures ( + O.l'C) across polystyrene based cobalt phosphate 












































































































































Tables 2.4: The values of observed specific conductance (mQ'cni'') for 1:1 
electrolytes (KO, NaCI & LiO) at various concentrations and tem-
peratures (+ OJ^C) across polystyrene based nickel phosphate 












































































































































Tables 2,5: The values of observed specific conductance (mQ* cm"*) for 1:1 
electrolytes (KO, NaQ & LiQ) at various concentrations and tem-
peratures (+ O.VC) across polystyrene based nickel phosphate 






































































































































Tables 2.6: The values of observed specific conductance (mQ'cm*) for 1:1 
electrolytes (KO, NaQ & LiCI) at various concentrations and tem-
peratures (± O.l'C) across polystyrene based nickel phosphate 
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0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 
C(m/1) 
Plots of specific conductance (mQ ' cm~')Vs difTerent concentrations 
of (A) KCi , (B) NaCI and (C) LiCi solution at different 


































































0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1 
C(in/1) 
Fig. 2.3: Plots of specific conductance (mQ'' cni'')Vs different concentrations 
of (A) KCl , (B) NaCI and (C) LiO solution at different 
temperatures for nickd phosphate membrane typed P5T. 
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Tables 2.7: The values of obsedved specific conductance (m Q, ~* cm '^ ) at 
difTerent concentractions of KCl solution for (A) cobalt 
phosphate (B) nickel phosphate membranes prepared at 
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1x10' • 5 x 1 0 ' 1x10-^ 
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1X10-' 5 X 10-' Ix 10-' 
C(m/1) 
5x10-2 1x10-' 
Fig. 2.4: Plots of sp. conductance Vs different concentrations 
of KCI solution for (A) cobalt phosphate and (B) 
nickel phosphate membranes prepared at different 
pressures. 
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progressively increases with the membrane prepared successively at higher pressure is 
shown in Figs. 2.4(a) & 2.4(b). This behaviour is observed in both cobalt and nickel 
phosphate membranes with all the electrolytes. The increase of specific conductance 
may be ascribed to the progressive reduction of pores/channels or openings in the 
membrane skeleton with increasing applied pressure during the formation of 
membrane. 
The permeation of ion and water through membrane depends on the pore 
structure. In the more open structure, flow of permeating species are generally larger 
and decrease considerably as the membranes pore shrinks in more concentrated 
electrolyte solution. This is, in part at least, due to increased obstruction of the 
polymer matrix as diffusional pathways becomes more tortuous and due to the 
decrease in the fi^ctional pore volume. On the other hand, electrical conductivity 
should increase with increased salt uptake. These two opposing factors operate 
simultameously at higher concentrations. Thus the effect of salt uptake by the 
membrane overcomes the effect of increased tortuousity and the membrane 
conductance becomes almost constant. This is the accordance with the findings of 
Paterson [34] in the case of CaoN and CeoE membranes with NaCl used as invading 
electrolyte, and lijima et al. [22] for Nylon membranes with various alkali chlorides. 
The sequence of membrane conductance for alkali metal ions under the same 
conditions (0.01M, 25 °C) was 
K^>Na*>Li* 
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^Wliich is parallel to the mobility of alkali of metal ions in aqueous solutions. 
Similar behaviour was observed by George and Courant [35], Manecke and 
Lavpennuhlen [36] and Lakshminarayanaiah and Subrahmanyan [6] for certain 
organic and inorganic membranes. This sequence refers to the fact that the size of the 
ions would be the major factor in the diffusion process. Their hydration would not 
only restrict permeation through the pores but would also adversely affect the 
exchange adsorption. There would however, be an important opposing factor, viz., 
smaller ion association due to hydration which would facilitate the diffusion of ions. 
The combined effect of the former two factors would outweigh the litter with the 
result that the hydrated ions would penetrate slower than the less hydrated ions [37]. 
According to Eisenman [38] the conductance sequence depends upon the 
energies of hydration and ion-site interaction. For membranes with fixed charged 
groups having weak field strength, the conductivity sequence is governed by 
differences in the hydration energies of counter ions. In such cases a normal sequence, 
e.g., Li"^  < Na* < K "^  < Rb"^  < Cs"^  is followed. On the other hand, for ion-exchange 
membranes with charged groups having high field strength, the sequence is governed 
by the crystallographic radii of counter ions. In such cases a reverstlseiectivity 
sequence, e.g., Li"^  > Na* > K "^  > Rb* > Cs"^  should result. For intermediate field 
strength of charge groups, a number of intermediate sequence have been predicted. In 
this, light of the membranes under investigation may be referred to as containing 
minimum fixed charge groups. This is in fiiU agreement with our results of charged 
density determination of polystyrene-based cobalt and nickel phosphate membrane 
described in Chapter 1. 
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Membrane porosity in relation^to-ffiel^kcLwf^^^^cies (hydrated) permeating 
through the membrane seems to determined the above sequence. Although the sizes of 
the hydrated electrolytes are not known with certainty, there are few tabulations 
[39,40] of the number of molecules of water associated with some electrolytes. 
However, in Figs. 2.7(a) & 2.7(b) a plot of specific conductance of different 
electrolytes against fi"ee energy of hydration of cations [41] are given for the 
membranes. It is seen that specific conductance decreases with increasing hydration 
energy i.e., greater ionic size due to increase in hydration this points to the fact, the 
electrolyte is diffusing along pores or channels of dimensions adequate to allow the 
substance to penetrate the membrane. The state of hydration of the penetration 
electrolyte may be considered to exist in a dynamic condition so that at higher 
temperatures, a considerably higher fi"action of the total number of a given species 
would possess higher activation energy AE permole. This according to the Boltzmann 
distribution, f = e '^ /^RT (where R is the gas constant). Under these circumstances, 
those ionic species which have lost sufficient water of hydration to be smaller than the 
size of the pore/charmel would enter the membrane. In this way, the specific 
conductance would increase with increasing temperature subject however, to the 
provision that the membrane has imdergone no irreversible change in its structure. 
That no such structural change involved is evident fi-om the linear plots of log U^ 
versus "T as shown in Fig.2.5 «& 2.6. The slope of which gives the energy of activation 
as required by the Arrhenius equation. These are given in Tables 2.8-2.13. It is seen 
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Fig. 2.5: Log Sp. Conductance Vs Temperatures at different 
concentrations of KCl, NaCI & LiO solution for cobalt 
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Fig. 2.7 Specificconductance(Qm'*cm'*)of various 1:1 
electrolytes at 25"C plotted against the free energy 
of hydration (AFH) of cations for (A) cobalt phosphate 
(B) nickel phosphate membrane. 
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electrolyte solution. However for different electrolytes at a particular concentration it 
follows the sequence 
Ea K*> Ea Na* > Ea Li^ 
Thus activation energies, for electrolytic conduction follow the sequence of 
crystallographic radii of the alkali metal ions. When penetrant moves in a polymeric 
substance containing relatively small amounts of water, its motion may be governed 
by the segmental mobility of the polymer and its diffusivity may be depend on the 
probability that the segment will make a hole large enough to accommodate a 
penetrant species [42]. In such a system the activation energy will depending on the 
size of the penetrant species that is the activation energy will increase with the ionic 
size of the penetrant. If this is the case in our system, the dependence of activation 
energy on the type of alkali metal ion may be interpreted in terms of the ion's 
crystallographic radius* .Which is constant with the result obtained in the diffusivity 
measurement in the similar systems [43-46]. 
The theory of absolute reaction rate has been applied to diffusion process in 
membrane by several investigators [47,48]. Using Eyring equation we have 
n = RT/Nh e'^ -^ /^RT, e'^ *'/R (2.1) 
where 7i is the membrane conductance, h is the Planck constant, R is the gas constant, 
N is the Avogadro number and T is the absolute temperature, AF* is the free energy of 
activation for the diffusion of ions and is related to the enthalpy AH* by the equation 
AF** = AH*-TAS* (2.2) 
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AH* is related to Arrhenius energy of activation Eg, given by 
Ea = AH* + RT (2.3) 
A plot of lOgTiNh/RT Versus 1/T from experimental data gives a straight line, the 
slope and the intercept of which gives the value for AH** and AS* as demanded by 
equation (2.1). This justifies the applicability of equation (2.1) to the system under 
investigation. The derived values of AH* and AS* were then used to get the value of 
AF* and Ea using equations 2.2 and 2.3. The values of various thermodynamic 
activation parameter. Ea, AH* , AF* and AS*, derived in this way, for diffiision of 
various electrolytes in the membrane are given in Tables 2.8-2.13. These results 
indicate that the electrolyte permeation gives rise to negative values of AS*. In 
addition to this the values of AS* are more negative for the membranes prepared at 
higher pressure. According to Glasstone and coworkers [24] the values of AS* indicate 
the mechanism of flow; the large positive value of AS* is interpreted to reflect 
breakage of bonds, while low values indicate that permeation has taken place without 
bonds breaking. Negative AS* values are considered to indicate either formation of a 
covalent bond between the permeating species and the membrane material, or that the 
permeation through the membrane may not be the rate determining step. 
On the other hand, Barrer [49] has developed the concept of "zone activation" 
and applied it to the permeation of gases through polymer membrane. According to 
this zone activation hypothesis, a high AS* value which has been correlated with high 
energy of activation for diffusion, means either the existence of a large zone of 
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Table 2.8: The derived values of thermodynamic parameters for cobalt phosphate 
membrane typed P5T incontact with different concentrations of KCl, Na CI 



























































































Table 2.9: The derived values of thermodynamic parameters for cobalt phosphate 
membrane typed P6T incontact with different concentrations of KCl, Na CI 



























































































Table 2.10: The derived values of thermodynamic parameters for cobalt phosphate 
membrane typed P7T incontact with different concentrations of KCl, Na CI 




























































































Table 2.11: The derived values of thermodynamic parameters for nickel phosphate 
membrane typed PST incontact with different concentrations of KCl, Na CI 
























































































Table 2.12: The derived values of theirnodynamic parameters for nickel phosphate 
membrane typed P6T in contact with different concentrations of KCl, Na CI 
and Li CI solution at different temperatures 
K Q 
ZSt; 
Electrolyte Ea , A H # AF# A S # 
-V -\ - \ ^, f^ 
Cone (m/1) ICJ. mol-^ J. mol -^ K.J. mol - t J. degree^d moW 
0.1 11.64 7.00 76.53 -234.72 
0.05 16.57 9.12 78.53 -233.02 
0.01 17.33 12.85 79.70 -229.95 
0.005 19.25 21.77 81.92 -225.35 












































Table 2.13: The derived values of thermodynamic parameters for nickel phosphate 
membrane typed P7T incontact with different concentrations of KCI, Na CI 



























































































activation or the reversible loosening of more chain segments of the membrane. A low 
value for AS* then, means either a small zone of activation or no loosening of the 
membrane structure upon permeation. In view of the differences in the interpretation 
of AS*, Schuler et al. [16] who found negative values of AS* for sugar permeation 
through collodion membrane, have stated that it would probably be correct to interpret 
the small negative values of AS* mechanically as interstitial perlneation of the 
membrane (minimum chain loosening) with partial immobilization in the membrane 
(small zone of disorder). On the other hand, Tien and Ting [17], who found negative 
AS* value for the permeation of water through very thin (50 °A thickness) bilayer 
membrane stressed the possibility that the solution-membrane interface, and not the 
membrane, may be the rate determining step for permeation. Negative AS* values in 
the system under investigation may be considered to the partial immobilization of 
ions, due most probably to the interstitial permeation and ionic interactions with the 
fixed charge groups attached to the membrane skeleton. Large negative values of AS* 
for the systems prepared at higher pressure may be ascribed to the narrowing of 
membrane channels. This is in a^eement with our findings of membrane potential 
measurements described in^apter I. 
Apart fi"om the above, we have 
TT = 7r°e - Ea/RT (2.4) 
71° = 2.72 (KTd%) e AS*/R (2.5) 
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Where K is the Boltzmaim constant and 'd' is the inter ionic jump distance, i.e., the 
distance between the equilibrium position of diffusing species in the membrane. 
Equation 2.4 predicts a linear plot between log n versus 1/T. The slope of the line 
gives the value for Ea. The values of Ea derived in this way using typical Fig. 2.5 is 
given in Table 2.8. The straight line refers to the validity of the equation 2.4 to the 
system under investigation. These values of Ea and the previously determined values 
of AS", using equations 2.2 & 2.3, were thin used in equation 2.5 to get the value of 
the inter ionic distance 'd'. The values of 'd' were found to lie in the rangej.4-4.0 °A^ 
for various types of cobalt phosphate and nickel phosphate membranes. These values 
of 'd' are not unusual to such systems. Various investigators [50, 51] have obtained 
the 'd' values ranging from 1-5 A. 
The results of all these investigations are that the membrane conductance of 
the systems under consideration can be determined at different temperatures with 
reasonable accuracy. The membrane is we^ly charged and the ionic species retain 
their hydration shell at least partially while diffusing through the membrane 
pores/channels. Negative AS* values suggest that the partial immobilization of ionic 
species takes place, most probably due to the interstitial permeation and ionic 
interaction with the fixed charge group on the membrane skeleton. 
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CHAPTER - III 
MEMBRANE CAPACITANCE, 




Impedance measurements have been utilized to characterize artificial zind 
biological membranes for many decades. These measurements in fact provided the 
first direct evidence for the existence and a good estimate of the thickness of the 
membrane surrounding living cells [1-3]. Impedance data at present are fi-equently 
used as a powerfiil diagnostic tool for the analysis of many electrochemical systems, 
including cells with solid and liquid electrolytes, semiconductors, as well as artificial 
and biological membranes. Analysis of impedance-fi"equency response of electrical 
cell and membranes is of great interest in electrochemistry because it provides 
fiindamental informations about the transport processes involved in the membrane-
electrolyte systems [4]. 
The work of Mac^nald [5] provides the most complete and systematic 
treatment of the small signal a.c. response of conducting cell and membranes. In 1899 
Warburg [6] developed the theory of difllisional impedance and derived the expression 
for it. Lakshminayanaiah [7] had prepared composite membranes of polystyrene 
sulphonic acid (PSA) and determined the impedance characteristics of these 
membranes and discussed the findings in terms of the resistance and capacitance 
characteristics of simple membraiies fi-om which the composite structure have been 
formed. 
Polymeric membranes [8], lipid bilayer membranes [9], parchment supported 
membranes [10-15] and polystyrene based precipitate membranes [16,17] have been 
employed as model by a number of investigators. In a series of theoretical papers. 
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A. Alcoroz and P. Ramirez [18] have presented a model accounting for the a .c. 
impedance spectra of synthetic ipn-exchange bipolar membranes which gives valuable 
information about the bipolar jimction structure and its influence on the characteristic 
parameters involved in the field-enhanced water dissociation phenomenon. J.R. 
Ramos-Barrado et al. [19] have studied dielectric parameters for calcium uranyl 
phosphate (CaUp) films, as a solid phase and in contact with different solutions 
containing the ions forming the inorganic precipitate (Ca(N03)2, U02(N03)2 and 
H3PO4) by using impedance spectroscopy. The impedance spectra was also employed 
to study the polarization phenomena occurring at ion exchange membrane/solution 
interface and variation of ohmic resistance by Nicoara, Adrian and Oniciu, Liviu [20]. 
In this chapter the electrical resistance and capacitance of polystyrene based 
cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes in contact with various concentrations of KCl 
solution at different fi-equencies have been described. The impedance characteristics, 
which is an important electrical property governing the membrane phenomena have 
been computed. These parameters have been determined in order to substantiate our 
findings regarding the mechanism of transport through the membranes under 
investigation with particular reference to its fimction in different environments. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The polystyrene based cobalt phosphate and nickel phosphate membranes were 














Fig. 3.1 A Schematic diagram of membrane Capacitance 
and resistance measurement. 
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The electrical resistance Rx, capacitance Cx, and impedance Zx, were 
determined by setting up a cell of the type shown in Fig. 3.1. The two half-cells were 
first filled up by electrolyte solution of potassium chloride (KCl) to equilibrate the 
membranes. The solutions were then replaced by purified mercury without removing 
the adhering surface liquid. Air bubbles, if any on the surface of the membranes were 
removed by tilting the cell assembly. Platinum electrodes dipped in mercury were used 
to establish electrical contacts. The capacitance and resistance of the membranes were 
measured by GenRad 1659 RLC Digibridge, US at different frequencies. All the 
measurements were carried out using a water thermostat maintained at 25±1*^C. The 
potassium chloride solutions were prepared fi"om analytical grade reagent and 
deionized water throughout the experiments. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The observed values of electrical resistance Rx, and capacitance Cx, of 
polystyrene based cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes equilibrated with different 
concentrations of potassium chloride solution using fi-equency range (0.10-10 KHz) 
are given in Tables 3.1-3.4. For comparison these values are also plotted in Figs. 3.2-
3.5 as a function of concentrations and applied fi-equencies. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 
demonstrate that Rx, decreases with increase in electrolyte concentration. This 
behavior was observed at every fi-equency at which the experiments were made for 
both cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes irrespective of the pressure applied 
during their preparation. The decrease in membrane resistance Rx, with increase in 
electrolyte solution may be attributed to progressive accumulation of ionic species 
Table 3.1: Observed values of membrane resistance Rx x 10'^  £2 for polystyrene 
based cobalt phosphate membranes typed (A) P5T, (B) P6T and (C) 
P7T equilibrated with different concentrations of KCl solutions at 













































































































Table 3.2: Observed values of membrane resistance Rx x 10'^ CI for polystyrene 
based nickel phosphate membranes typed (A) P5T, (B) P7T and (C) 
P7T equilibrated with different concentrations of KCl solutions at 













































































































Table 3.3: Observed values of membrane Capacitance Cx (jiF) for polystyrene 
based cobalt phosphate membranes typed (A) P5T, (B) P6T and (C) 
P7T equilibrated with different concentrations of KCI solutions at 
















































































































Table 3.4 : Observed values of membrane Capacitance Cx (jiF) for polystyrene 
based nickel phosphate membranes typed (A) P5T, (B) P6T and (C) 
P7T equilibrated with difTerent concentrations of KCl solutions at 











































































































































































Ixia- 1x10-^  1x10"* 
C(m/1) 
Fig 3.2: Plots of resistance, Rx (KQ) against the various 
concentrations of KCI solution at different frequencies, 
f (KHz) for Cobalt Phosphate membranes typed 
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1x10-^  IxW 
C(ni/1) 
1x10-^  
Fig 3.3: Plots of resistance, Rx (KQ) against the various 
concentrations of KCI solution at different frequencies, 











1x10-^  • 1x10-^ 1x10' 1x10° 
Fig 3.4 Plots of Capacitance, Cx (p.F) against the various 
concentrations of KCI solution at different frequencies, 
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1x10' 1x10 1x10' 1x10" 
am/i) 
Fig 3.5 Plots of Capacitance, Cx (fiF) against the various 
concentrations of KCi solution at different frequencies, 
f (KHz) for nickel phosphate membranes typed (A) P5T, 
(8)P6T)and(C)P7T 
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within the membrane matrix, which makes the membrane more conducting. Such 
behavior of the membrane was also observed by Buck [21] and Benavente et al. [22] 
for lipid and polymeric membranes. 
Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) also show that the membrane resistance depends on the 
pressure applied during the preparation of the membrane, viz. membrane prepared at 7 
Tons has higher membrane resistance than those prepared at 6 and 5 Tons pressure. 
The increase in membrane resistance with the increase in applied pressure may mainly 
be ascribed to the decrease in the pore volume during the formation of membrane. 
SEM photographs Fig. 1.1 also support our viewpoint. 
On the other hand, meinbrane capacitance Cx, increases with increase in 
electrolyte concentration for all membranes under investigation as shown in Figs. 3.4 
and 3.5. Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) also demonstrate that the membrane prepared at 7 Tons 
has lowest capacitance whereas the capacitance of the membrane prepared at 6 and 5 
Tons progressively increased. This type of change in membrane capacitance may be 
accounted to the changes produced in the porosity/pore volume including 
morphological changes in the membrane framework. 
Figs. 3.2-3.5 also show that the membrane resistance and membrane 
capacitance decreases with increase in frequency. The decrease in the values of 
resistance and capacitance with increase in frequency may be ascribed to the changes 
produced at the membrane-electrolyte interfaces due to the increase in the mobility of 





































Fig. 3.6 Plots of resistance Rx (KQ) against the various concentrations 
of KCl solution at frequency 0.10 (KHz) for (A) cobalt 
phosphate and (B) nickel phosphate membranes prepared 










1X 10-' IX10-' 1X10' 
C(in/1) 
1X10° 
1X10-' • 1X10-' 1X10-' 
C(ni/1) 
1X10° 
Fig. 3.7 Plots of capacitance Cx (p. F) against the various 
concentrations of KCI solution at frequency 0.10 (KHz) 
for (A) cobalt phosphate and ( B) nickel phosphate 
membranes prepared at 5,6 and 7 Tons of pressure • 
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noted with thin plastic membranes by Kuang and Nelson [23] and Beg et al. with 
parchment supported membranes [17]. 
The capacitance of the system usually depends upon two factors: (i) dielectric 
constant and (ii) effective thickness of the capacitors. According to the equation for 
parallel plate capacitors. 
Cx = S/36rtlO"d (3.1) 
Where Cx the membrane capacitance which is directly proportional to dielectric 
properties 8, and inversely to effective thickness of the membrane. Thus the increase 
in the value of capacitance with electrolyte concentration may be due to increase in 
dielectric constant of the membrane material and/or decrease in the values of effective 
thickness d. This may be attributed to the accumulation of ionic species within the 
membrane which increases dielectric constant and decreases the effective thickness of 
membrane, most probably due to the deswelling of the membrane by squeezing water 
molecules from the membrane framework by the incoming ions. A similar effect of 
electrolyte concentration on capacitance was observed with thin parlodion membranes 
by Lakshminarayaniah and Shanes [8]. Steinem et al. [24] also observed increase in 
the value of capacitance with electrolyte concentration for lipid membranes. 
The electrical double layer at the membrane/solution interface [25] has been 
utilized in several studies to interpret the changes in the membrane capacitance Cx, 
with electrolyte concentration [26]. Cx is determined primarily by dielectric constant 
and the membrane thickness [27] i.e. by the so called specific geometric capacitance 
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Cg. The polarization charge on the geometric capacitor in the form of double layer 
plays an important role and effects the over all membrane capacitance Cx, Thus Cg in 
series with two double layers is given by the expression [28]. 
l/C;,= l/Cg + 2/Cd (3.2) 
Here Cd is the capacitance of the interfacial double layer. Other symbols have their 
usual significance. Thus membranes under investigation contain negatively charged in 
contact with dilute solution of uni-univalent electrolytes leading to the type of ionic 
distribution associated with the electrical double layer. The step wise increase in the 
membrane capacitance with the changes made in the electrolyte concentrations may be 
ascribed to the changes produced in the electrical double layer at the interfaces in the 
form of interfacial capacitance/capacitor Cd. In order to analyze the membrane 
capacitance in terms of geometric capacitance Cg and interfacial capacitance Cd, the 
observed membrane capacitance in contact with dilute electrolyte solutions was taken 
equal to the geometric capacitance Cg. This approximation was made due to the fact 
that membrane capacitance was. almost constant particularly in the region of dilute 
bathing electrolyte solution. The values of Cd at all other electrolyte concentrations 
were calculated by taking the values of Cx as Cg using equation (3.2). The values of Cd 
thus calculated are given in Tables 3.5(a) and 3.5(b). The values of Cd decreases with 
increasing the electrolyte concentrations. This proves our experimental results that 
effective thickness of double layer decreases with increasing electrolyte concentration. 
Thus it may be concluded that the over all membrane capacitance is more dependent 
on the double layer capacitance Cd values. This is in accordance with the findings of 
I l l 
Table 3.5: Calculaed values of membrane Capacitance of double layer, C^ for 
polystyrene based (A) nickel phosphate membrane (B) cobalt phosphate 
membrane typed P5T equflibrated with different concentrations of KCI 









































































Tien and Ting for bilayer lipid membranes (BLM) that the double layers at the 
interfaces control the diffusion processes [29]. 
Structural simulation is a newer and recent approach to modeling for more 
complex electrochemical system [30]. Armstrong [31] has attempted to adopt some of 
the theoretical models for aqueous electrolyte system in order to obtain simple model 
for metal/super ion conductor. Impedance analysis is generally, based on the choice of 
an equivalent circuit that represents the main features of the membrane [32]. By the 
usual analysis, Lakshminarayaniah and Shanes [8] have evaluated membrane 
resistance Rm, Capacitances Cm and impedance Zx of a membrane/electrolyte system 
from the model equivalent electrical circuit Fig. 3.8 using the following equations 
Rn, = Rx[l+(Xx/Rx)'] • (3.3) 
Xx = l/0)Cx (3.4) 
Cn, = (Xx/Rx)(l/(ORm) (3.5) 
(OCmRm = Xx/Rx (3.6) 
ZX = V R ' X + X \ (3.7) 
Where C0=27if and f is the frequency (KHz) used to measure Cx and Rx. The values of 
Xx, Zx, Rm & Cm thus Calculated as a fimction of bathing external electrolyte 
concenfration and applied frequencies for both nickel phosphate and cobalt phosphate 
membrane are given in Tables 3.6-3.9. 
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Table 3.6: Values of membrane reactance Xx x 10^(A) for polystyrene based 
(A) cobalt phosphate membrane (B) nickel phosphate membrane typed 
P5T equilibrated with different concentrations of KCl solutions at dif-











































































Table 3.7: Calculaed values of membrane impedance Zx x 10''(Q) for polystyrene 
based (A) nickel phosphate membrane (B) cobalt phosphate membrane 
typed P5T equilibrated with different concentrations of KO solutions at 
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Table 3.8: Calculaed values of membrane Resistance Rm x 10'^ (Q cm^) for 
polystyrene based (A) cobalt phosphate membrane (B) nickel phosphate 
membrane typed PST equilibrated with different concentrations of K Q 
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Table 3.9: Calculaed values of membrane capacitance Cm x 10'[^F(cm^)'] for 
polystyrene based (A) cobalt phosphate membrane (B) nickel phosphate 
membrane typed P5T equilibrated with different concentrations of KQ 









































































d^^^^s^^U,^ C£> 1^^^ 
>vi ^ £^/vv.,£^ ^  <2I'5T'-3 
U7 
Rx 
-IV ^ f -
CdL c< CdL 
Fig. 3.8 Electrical equivalent circuit for 
membrane-electrolyte system. 
• / 
Fig. 3.9 Ideal Impedance spectra on complex plane for 
membrane-electrolyte system. Arrow points 
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211 
Rx(0) 
Fig. 3.10 Complex impedance spectra for (A) cobalt phosphate 
membrane typed (P5T) and (B) nickel phosphate 
membrane typed (P5T) equilibrated with 1x10"^  MKCl 
solution. Semicircle represents theoretical curve. 
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3.10: Calculated values of loss angle ( 5 )for the membranes equilibrated 



















3.11: Calculated valu^ of loss angle ( 5 )for the membranes equilibrated 
with different concentrations of KO solution at frequency value 
0.5 KHz 
\^^^ Membrane 
Conc((in -^') \ ^ 
1x10"^ 
1 X 10-' 
1 X 10-2 

















In order to investigate the impedance behavior of the membrane under 
consideration, equivalent circuits for the representation of membrane/electrolyte 
system have been analyzed from experimental data. The data for cobalt and nickel 
phosphate membranes in contact with potassium chloride solutions were to be seen 
most fitted with the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 3.8. This circuit according to 
Armstrong represents a solid smooth surface in contact with the penetrating electrolyte 
and refers the ideal impedance spectra on complex plane as shown in Fig. 3.9. In the 
present study of membrane/electrolyte systems, the complex plane impedance spectra 
in shown in Fig. 3.10(a) and 3.10(b). The experimental data follow the theoretical 
predictions at higher frequency region whereas at low frequency region there is a 
marked deviation from the ideal behavior. This type of behavior is not unusual to these 
systems. This deviation may be attributed due to the inhomogeneity and surface' 
roughness of the membrane [33, 34]. Thus the membrane/elecfrolyte system under 
investigation may be considered as a solid membrane having internal resistance R, and 
a fixed capacitor Cg, in parallel with the resistance. In addition, it has two interfacial 
capacitance Cd. These conclusions are in fiill agreement with the basic postulates of 
Teorell, Meyer and Sievers for the elecfrolyte/membrane/electrolyte system as well as 
our findings of membrane potential measurements for such systems [35, 36]. 
The non ideal behaviour of a membrane/electrolyte system as obtained by 
complex membrane impedance specfra can also be confirmed by determining loss 
angle 5. A capacitor fails to present a perfect and constant capacitance due to I^ R 
losses in the plates, connecting wires, interfacial polarization and power loss in 
121 
Ir. = V^ 
1 
Fig. 3.11 A.^hasorj'epreseiitation of capacitive and resistive 
components of current passing through the membrane 
electrolyte system. ^  is the phase angle and 5 is the loss of angle. 
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dielectric etc., which is usually described in terms of loss angle. In a perfect capacitor, 
the phase angle ^, between current I and voltage V is 90°, whereas the decrease in the 
phase angle represents the imperfectness in the capacitor as shown in Fig. 3.11. For a 
perfect capacitor (t>=90° and 5.=0: Loss angle is defined mathematically by the 
expression. 
tan5=l/(0CmRm (3.8) 
The loss angle calculated at various electrolyte concentrations and frequencies 
using equation (3.8) for polystyrene based cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes are 
shown in Tables 3.10 and 3.11. The values of loss angle increases with the increase of 
electrolyte concentration resulting thereby that capacitors in the form of membrane 
tend towards imperfectness. It is quite probable that in these cases the polarization 
produced at the interfaces in the form of electrical double layer plays a dominant role 
in the diffusion processes. 
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SYMBOLS 
AR analytical reagent. 
Cj concentration of the substance at i"' position 
Ci, Cn concentrations in first and n"^  barrier in membrane 
Ci, C2 concentrations of electrolyte solution either side of the membrane 
Ci+ cation concentration in membrane phase I 
C2+ cation concentration in membrane phase II 
Ci i"' ion concentration of external solution 
Cj i'"^  ion concentration in membrane phase 
Cd double layer capacitance 
Cg geometric capacitance 
Cm calculated membrane capacitance 
Cx membrane capacitance 
D diffusion coefficient 
D charge density in membrane 
'd ' inter ionic jump distance 
d effective thickness of double layer 
Ea energy of activation 
F Faraday constant 
AFH fi^ee energy of hydration 
AF/AGi fi-ee energy of activation 
f fi-equency factor 
h Planck constant 





























flux of i**" species 
rate constant for crossing i"' barrier 
Boitzman constant 
rate constant (forward & backward) 





pressure 4-8 tons 
molar gas constant 
calculated membrane resistance 
membrane resistance 
scanning electron microscope 
saturated calomel electrode 
entrophy of activation 
transport number of cation 
transport number of anion 
Teorell, Meyer and Sievers 
dissipation function 
absolute temperature 
( i r - v ) / ( u + v~) 



























partial molar volume 
observable species velocities (forward directioi 
rate of forward diffusion 
rate of backward diffusion over i"" barrier 
valency of cation 
valency of fixed charge group 
forces of i' ions 
calculated membrane reactance 
membrane impedance 
valency of i"" ion 
distance between the adjacent potential barrier 
membrane sites designated parameter 
mobility of anions in membrane phase 
mean ionic activity co-efficients 
ions mobility ratio (TMS extension theory) 
membrane potential (TMS Theory) 






loss of angle 
SUMMARY 
Transport processes across artificial membranes have been one of the most 
studied parts of electrochemical and biotechnical phenomena. The investigators fi"om 
various disciplines, e.g. chemists, chemical engineers, mathematicians, physicists, 
physiologists and biologists have contributed extensively, although the aims and 
starting points have been quite different. The literature in this field is enormous but 
fi-equently not very coherent. The cooperative and concerted efforts of the researchers 
have contributed significantly to the economic prosperity and physical well being of 
human society. 
In this thesis, we have made an attempt to fabricate and characterize inorganic 
precipitate membranes by applying various pressures and using different proportions 
of polystyrene as a binder. The membranes have been employed to study some 
important physio-chemical parameters viz. membrane potential, thermodynamic fixed 
charge density, transport number, conductance, resistance, capacitance, impedance and 
selectivity etc. which are supposed to control transport phenomena in membranes. 
These have also been utilized to test the validity of recently developed theories of 
membrane potential. All these studies have been done in Order to understand the 
mechanism of ionic transport in the membrane-electrolyte systems. 
In Chapter I, the preparation of polystyrene based cobalt and nickel phosphate 
membranes at different pressures with varying amounts of materials have been 
described. The membranes have been used to separate various 1:1 electrolytes (KCl, 
11 
NaCl and LiCl) solutions of different concentrations and the electrical potential 
(membrane potential) measurements in isothermal conditions have been made. The 
membrane potential data have been used to derive various membrane parameters such 
as fixed charge density, transport number, mobility ratio, charge effectiveness and 
distribution coefficient etc. The basic and most commonly used theory of Teorell-
Meyer and Sievers (TMS) method was utilized for the estimation of the 
thermodynamically effective fixed charge density of the membranes. The data were 
also utilized to calculate membrane potentials using the extended TMS theory. It was 
interesting to note that the theoretical predictions were borne out quite satisfactorily 
with experimental results. SEM micrographs of the membranes have also been 
presented. 
In Chapter II, the conductivity of simple metal ions through the membranes 
bathed in different concentrations of 1:1 electrolytes (KCI, NaCl and LiCl) at several 
temperature ranges are reported. The conductance data have been used to derive 
various thermodynamic parameters like energy of activation Ea, enthalpy of activation 
AH*, free energy of activation AF*, and entropy of activation AS*, by the application of 
absolute reaction rate theory. The inter ionic jxunp distance 5 has also been evaluated. 
The activation energies were found to depend on the size of the penetrating species. 
The values of AS* were found to be negative indicating thereby that partial 
immobilization of ions take place within the membrane skeleton. The membrane 
selectivity order was found to be K*> Na^Li^ which on the basis of Eisenman refers 
the weak field strength of charge groups attached to the membrane matrix. A 
Ill 
comparative study of both cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes prepared at 
different pressures, have also been presented. It has been concluded that membranes 
under investigation are weakly charged and that the permeating species retain, at least 
partially, their hydration shell while diffusing through the membrane. The partial 
immobility of the ions has been attributed to its interaction with the membrane matrix 
of low fixed charge density. 
In Chapter III, the measurements of electrical resistance Rx, and capacitance 
Cx, of the polystyrene based cobalt and nickel phosphate membranes in contact with 
different concentrations of aqueous potassium chloride solutions at various 
frequencies are reported. The impedance characteristics of these membranes have been 
computed. The electrical double layer theory has been utilized to interpret the changes 
produced in the membrane capacitance Cx, membrane resistance Rx, and impedance Zx 
with varying electrolyte concentrations. Dielectric constant of the electrolyte and the 
membrane thicknesses were seen to be the important factors governing the membrane 
transport parameters. The calculated values of loss angle 6 of membrane electrolyte 
systems refer the membranes imperfectness. The experimental results confirm our 
earUer findings that the double layers at the interfaces play an important role and 
control the diffusion processes in membranes. 
Finally, from these investigations, it may also be referred that since the 
membranes prepared, in the way described, are mechanically quite stable and are not 
easily affected chemically, can conveniently be utilized in future studies. 
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Abstract 
The preparation of polystyrene-based nickel phosphate membrane at different pressures with varying amounts ot material 
has been described. In order to understand the mechanism of transport of ions, membrane potential measurements were carried 
out using different concentrations of 1:1 electrolyte (KCl, NaCl and LiCl) solutions and also to evaluate various membrane 
parameters controlling the transport phenomena. Teorell, Meyer and Sievers (TMS) method was used for the estimation of the 
thermodynamically effective fixed charge density of membranes. The data were then utilized to calculate membrane potential 
using the extended TMS theory. It was interesting to note that the theoretical predictions were borne out quite satisfactorily 
with experimental results, scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the membranes have also been presented 
© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All nghts reserved. 
Kewiords Membrane potential. Charge density. Effect of applied pressures. SEM micrographs 
1. Introduction 
Inorganic precipitate membrane because of their 
stability in various environmental situations have quite 
often been utilized as a model for the studies of trans-
port phenomena. Beg and co-workers [1-3] have in 
a senes of papers reported the preparation of various 
types of membranes using inorganic precipitates and 
supports/binders and have utilized them as model to 
study the mechanism of transport of ions as well as to 
test the validity of some recently developed equations 
for membrane potential. 
* Corresponding author 
E-mail address mnbeg@rediffmail com (M N Beg) 
In this paper, we describe the preparation of nickel 
phosphate membrane using different proportion of 
polystyrene as binder and by applying different pres-
sures. The thermodynamically effective charge density 
which is considered as the most effective parameter 
controlling the membrane phenomena, have been 
determined using the commonly used equation of Teo-
rell, Meyer and Sievers (TMS) [4-8] from membrane 
potential measurements. The charge density, thus, 
derived have been used to calculate the theoretical 
membrane potentials at different electrolyte concen-
trations using the extended TMS theory [9] to test 
the applicability of these recently developed equa-
tions for membrane potential for the system under 
investigation. 
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concentrations of electrolyte 
solution either side of the 
membrane (mol/l) 
cation concentration in 
membrane phase 1 (mol/l) 
cation concentration in membrane 
phase 2 (mol/l) 
('^  ion concentration of external 
solution (mol/l) 
1^^ ion concentration in 
membrane phase (mol/l) 
charge density in membrane (eq/v) 
Faraday constant (C/mol) 
distribution coefhcient of ions 
distribution coefhcient of ions 
(electrolyte solution CT) 
pressure 4-81 (Pa) 
charge effectiveness of membrane 
charge effectiveness of 
membrane phase 2 
gas constant (J/K/mol) 
saturated calomel electrode 
scanning electron microscope 
Teorell, Meyer and Sievers 
transport number of cation 
transport number of anion 
mobility ot cations in the 
membrane phase (m-/v/s) 
(M - i:)/((7 + i") 
mobility of anions in 
membrane phase (m"/v/s) 
valency of cation 
valency of hxed charge group 
mean ionic activity coefficients 
mobility ratio 
(TMS extension theory) 
membrane potential (mV) 
(TMS theory) 
membrane potential (mV) 
(TMS extension theory) 
Donnan potential (mV) 
diffusion potential (mV) 
2. Experimental 
2 1 Piepanition of membiane 
Nickel phosphate precipitate was prepared by mix-
ing a 0 2M nickel(II) chloride with 0 2M tri sodium 
phosphate solution The precipitate was well washed 
with deionized water to remove free electrolyte 
and dried at room temperature The precipitate was 
ground into fine powder and was sieved through 
200 mesh (granule size 0 07 mm) Pure amorphous 
polystyrene (cross-linked with 1 % divinylbenzene and 
obtained from Fluka product number 81535) were 
also ground and sieved The membrane was prepared 
by the method suggested by Beg and co-workers 
[10-12] Different proportions ot polystyrene and 
nickel phosphate precipitate were mixed thoroughly 
using grinder The mixture was then kept into the 
cast die having diameter 2 45cm and placed in an 
oven maintained at 200 C for about half an hour to 
equilibrate The die containing the mixture was then 
transferred swiftly to a pressure device (Spectra Lab 
Model SL 89 UK) and various pressures such as 4, 
5, 6, 7 or 81 were applied during the formation of the 
membranes As a result nickel phosphate membranes 
of approximate thicknesses 0 095. 0 090. 0 085 0 080 
and 0 075 cm were obtained, respectively Our effort 
has been to get the membrane of adequate chemical 
and mechanical stability Thus, the membranes pre-
pared by mixing 25*^ of polystyrene was found to 
be mechanically stable and was quite suitable for our 
studies Those containing larger amount (>25'^) of 
polystyrene did not give reproducible results, while 
those containing lesser amount (<25%) were unsta-
ble The total amount of the mixture, thus, utilized tor 
the preparation of the membrane contained 0 125 gm 
of polystyrene and 0 375 gm of nickel phosphate 
2 2 Measurement of membrane potential 
The freshly prepared membranes were clamped 
between two collared glass tubes each having a hole 
for introducing the electrolyte solution and saturated 
calomel electrodes (SCEs) Electrochemical cell ot 
the type SCE|solution C\ |membrane|solution C2ISCE 
was constructed to measure membrane potential 
[10-12] using Osaw Vernier Potentiometer (C no 
30071, UK) In all measurements, the electrolyte 
MN Be? MA Matm/Journal of Membrane Science 196 12002) 9^ 102 97 
concentration ratio across the membrane was taken 
as C2/C1 = 10 All solutions were prepared by using 
analytically reagent (AR) grade chemicals and doubly 
distilled water 
2 3 SEM imestigation of membrane morphology 
Recently, a number of investigators while develop-
ing precipitates/membranes have frequently utilized 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs 
for their characterization [13,14] The composite 
pore structure, micro/macro porosity, homogeneity, 
thickness, cracks and surface texture/morphology 
have been specially studied by scanning electron 
microscopy [15,16] The information obtained from 
microscopic photographs/images have provided guid-
ance in the preparation of well ordered precipitates 
and/or crack-free membranes Consequently, the SEM 
surface images of the nickel phosphate membranes 
were taken These are presented in Fig 1 SEM im-
ages appear to be composed of dense and loose aggre-
gation of small particles and formed pores probably 
with non-linear channel but not fully interconnected 
Particles are irregularly condensed and adopt a het-
erogeneous structure composed of masses of various 
size The surface openings also seem to decrease with 
increasing applied pressure 
3. Results and discussion 
The values of membrane potential A\l/m, measured 
across polystyrene-based nickel phosphate mem-
branes in contact with various 1 1 electrolytes at 
25 ± 1 C are given in Table 1 
The values of membrane potential across the nickel 
phosphate membranes with 1 1 electrolytes (KCl, 
NaCl and LiCl) was found to be concentration depen-
dent At higher concentrations, the potential was low 
This IS the usual behavior of inorganic precipitate 
membrane [12] The variation of membrane potential 
with concentration may be due to the changes pro-
duced in the effective double layers [ 17| with dilution 
The membrane potential was also seen to be largely 
dependent on the pressure applied during the mem 
brane formation The thinner membranes prepared 
at higher pressure gave progressively higher poten-
tial The increase in potential with pressure may be 
EHT = 15.00 KV 
. 1 u m I-
WD = 9 mm Mag = 17.99 KX 
Photo No. = 1 Detector = SE1 
EHT = 15.00 KV WD = 9 mm Mag = 17.99 KX 
Photo No. = 2 Detector = SE1 
^ ^ ' 
y^ 
' . - i 
EHT = 15.00 KV 
• V m \ 
-Si-J 
WD = 9 r m Mag = 17.99 KX 
Photo No. = 3 Detector = SE1 
Fig 1 SEM UTidj_es of pol\st\rene based (2S'/r) nickel phosphatt 
menibrdnes prepared at ditterent applied pressures (P4T P6T 
P8T) respectively 
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Table I 
Observed membrane potential Ai/^ ,,, ± 0 5mV across the polystyrene-based nickel phosphate membranes in contact with 1 1 electrolyte 
solution at different concentrations C2/C1 = 10 at 25 ± I C 
Concentration. 
C (mol/1) 
1 X lO-* 
5 X 10^-* 
1 X 10-' ' 
5 X 1 0 - ' 
1 X 10--
5 X 10-2 
1 X 10 - ' 
1 X 10" 













































































































































ascribed to the progressive decrease in pore volume, 
increase in mechanical transport resistance and the 
increase in the fixed charge density of the membrane 
with successive higher applied pressure [18,19]. 
Inorganic precipitate membranes have the ability to 
generate potential [20,21] when they are used to sep-
arate electrolyte solutions. In fact, the mobile species 
penetrate the membrane at different magnitude and 
various transport phenomena, including the devel-
opment of potential across it, are induced into the 
system [22]. The nature of fixed charge in the mem-
brane matrix greatly influences the counter-ion than 
co-ion as well as the transport phenomena. The fixed 
charge concept of Teorell, Meyer and Sievers [4-8] 
for charged membrane is a pertinent starting point for 
the investigations of the actual mechanisms of ionic or 
molecular processes which occur in membrane phase. 
These authors have derived the following equation 
for membrane potential At/'m: 
as a function of —logC2, the ratio C2/C1 being kept 
at a constant value of 10 for different mobility ratios 
w/D and plotted as shown by smooth curves in Fig. 2. 
The experimental curve was also plotted in the same 
figure. Thus, the coinciding theoretical curve gave 
the value for the charge density D and the mobility 
ratio u/v within the membrane phase. The values of 
D and ii/v derived in this way for various membrane 
electrolyte systems are given in Table 2. The values 
of D is found to depend on the applied pressure to 
which the membrane was subjected to in its initial 
stage of preparation. The increase in the values of D 
with higher applied pressure may be due to increase 
of charge per unit volume of the membrane. 
In addition to the above equation, Teorell, Meyer 
and Sievers further extended their theory and derived 
another equation for membrane potential considering 
the total potential, as the sum of the Donnan potential 
AtAni= 59.2 log Co 
4Cr + D- + D 
Ci 
t/log 
4C,- + D'- + DU 
4C.- + D'~ + D AC\ + b'- + DU ^ 
U = (u - v)/{u + v) (1) 
where u and v are the ionic mobilities of cation and 
anion (nr/v/s), respectively, m the membrane phase. 
D is the charge density expressed in equivalents per 
unit volume of membrane. To evaluate this parameter 
for the simple case of a 1:1 electrolyte and a mem-
brane carrying a net negative charge of D = 1 as 
well as D < 1, theoretical concentration potentials 
Ai/fm, existing across the membrane were calculated 
Ai/fdon. between the membrane surfaces and the 
external solutions, and the diffusion potential AIJ/MU 
within the membrane [23,24]. 
Al/fme = At/fdon + At/fditt 
where 
(2) 
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= 0 0025 
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Fig 2 Plots of membranes potential \s - logC: tor nickel phosphate membranes prepared at ditterenl pressures 4-8t Smooth Lur\;.s ait 
the theoretical concentration potentials tor D = I at ditterent mobiht> ratio »/r (1—4) and D < 1 ("i-l I) tor n/i = I 4 Broken lines arc 





/?, F and T have their usual significance. Y'± iind Y± 
are the mean ionic activity coefficients C\+ and C2+ 
are the cation concentration on the two sides ot the 
charged membrane and is given by the equation 
C. = , / ( ^ V + ^>'-^V V.D 
2n <7 2Vi 
(4) 
Table 2 
Derived \alues ot membrane charge densit> 1/3 ± 0 I) x 10 ' eq/l tor \anous nickel phosphate membrane electrohte s\stems using IMS 
equation"" 
Applied pressure (t) Electrolyte 
















' The value ot »/i was tound to be 14 
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where K^  and V^ refer the valency of cation and fixed 
charge group on the membrane matrix, q is the charge 
effectiveness of the membrane and is defined by the 
equation 
V /^± 
where K± is the distribution coefficient expressed 
C, 
K± = —. 
C, 
C, = C , D (6) 
where C, is the /''^  ion concentration in the membrane 
phase and C, is the i'-^ ion concentration of the ex-
ternal solution. The diffusion potential Ai/fd,f|, was 
expressed in the form 
A'Aditt == 
RT m -I 
X In 
V^F m + \ 
{nT + \)C2+ + {VJVk)D 
(m + \)C^+ + (VJVk)D (7) 
here m — ii/v is the mobility ratio of the cation to 
anion in the membrane phase. The total membrane po-
tential Ai/fm c was. thus, obtained by simple addition 
of Eqs. (3) and (7) 
RT Y±CiC,+ 
AV^me = - T T - ^ l n -
RT m 
X In 
(m + \)C2+ + iVJVk)D' 
{m+l)Ci+ + (VJVk)D (8) 
In order to test the applicability of these theoretical 
equations for the system under investigation, the Don-
Table ^ 
Transport number ;+ calculated from o b s e r \ e d membrane poten-
tials and using Eq ( 9 | tor various electrolvte concent ra t ions with 
nickel phosphate membrane prepared at 6 t pressure 
Concentration. 
C: (mol/1) 
1 X IQ--' 
,1 X K)--' 
1 X 10^' 
5 X nr^ 
1 X 10"-
5 X 10"-
1 X 10"' 





























nan potential and diffusion potential were separately 
calculated from the membrane parameters obtained 
from membrane potential measurements using a typ-
ical membrane prepared at 6t pressure. Eqs. (9) and 
(10) were first used to get the values of transport num-
bers /+ and /_ from experimental membrane potential 
data and consequently, the mobility ratio m = fi/v 
within the membrane phase. 
AlAn 
RT Ci 
— (f+ - r _ ) l n — 
F^ C\ (9) 
(10) 
The values of t+ calculated from observed membrane 
potential are given in Table 3. Donnan potential at 
various electrolyte concentrations were then calcu-
lated from the parameters. C\ + . C2+, q', q". K'^ and 
K'_!^ and the experimentally derived values of charge 
density D by using Eqs. (3)-(7). The values of the 
Table 4 
The calculated values ot the parameters K'i q". C 2 * . and uj ot nickel phosphate membrane with different concentra t ion ot electrolytes 
using Eqs (4)-{6). (9) and (10) 
Concentration. 
Ci (mol/1) 
1 X 10"-' 
1 X 10"' 
1 X 10"-
1 X 10"' 


























































































1x10' 1x10' 1x10' 
Concentration CT (m/l) 
1x10" 10 
Fig 3 Membrane potential across nickel phosphate membrane using various 1 1 electrolyte solution at different concentrations Solid lines 
are theoretical values obtained using Eq (8) Broken lines are the experimental data 
parameters derived for the systems have been given 
in Table 4. The values of y± were the usual charted 
values for electrolytes. The membrane potential de-
rived in this way for various membrane electrolyte 
systems at different concentrations are provided in 
Fig. 3. For comparison, the experimentaUy obtained 
values of membrane potentials for the system have 
also been drawn m the same figure. It may be noted 
that the expenmental data follow the theoretical 
curve quite well. However, some deviations at the 
two extreme concentrations may be due to various 
non-ideal effects, such as swelling and osmotic ef-
fects, hydrophobic/hydrophilic effects and specially 
membrane inhomogeneity effects. These effects are 
often simultaneously present in charged membranes. 
4. Conclusions 
In this work, we have demonstrated the effect of 
pressure on the formation of polystyrene-based nickel 
phosphate membrane. Membranes prepared at high 
pressure carry higher charge density and have nanow 
surface openings/channels. Charge density values ob-
tained, by the frequently used TMS procedure, has 
been used to test the recently extended TMS equa-
tion by computing membrane potentials at different 
concentrations. The theoretically calculated values 
were found to be quite closer to the experimental val-
ues. It was concluded, therefore, the extended TMS 
equation may be utilized for obtaining the membrane 
potential for the membrane under investigation The 
102 M\ Hii> M4 Mutm/Jouiiml of \1imhiam Stumi 196 (2002) 9^-102 
equation seems to have its application in polymeric 
and composite membranes as well 
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